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Insist On The Real Deal

INSIST ON THE REAL DEAL!

Buying an assembled engine from S&S is the surest way
to get S&S quality from start to finish.  S&S parts and S&S
expert assembly!  But how do you know for sure that
the engine you have was really assembled by S&S, and
how do you know that all the parts in it are S&S?  The
answer is simple.  All complete engines assembled by
S&S come with a certificate of authenticity that lets you
and your customer know that you have the real deal.
Buyer beware of any engine that does not come with a
certificate of authenticity.  Insist on the real deal.  Insist
on a certified S&S assembled engine!

Every complete engine assembled by S&S comes with a
certificate of authenticity that looks like this sample.
This is your assurance that the engine you have
purchased contains only S&S components and was
assembled by S&S technicians at the S&S facility in
Viola, Wisconsin.

S&S CERTIFICATE OF AUTHENTICITY

WE’VE DONE IT AGAIN!

It would be safe to say that no V-Twin high performance aftermarket
engine manufacturer has won as many awards as S&S® Cycle.  This
year the S&S Shovelhead style engines received the prestigious
Product of the Year award from V-Twin Magazine.  If you will recall,
the S&S Tribute 145 and the 124" Super Sidewinder Plus® engines
won Engine of the Year awards from Hot Bike and Street Chopper
Magazines for two consecutive years. 

ASK THE MAN WHO OWNS ONE!
Winning awards feels great, but it's just really a by-product of what
we do and who we are.  S&S Cycle is a company of riders.  S&S was
founded by riders, and from the president of the company to the
men and women on the shop floor, there are a lot of us.  While not
every S&S employee owns a bike, people with a passion for
motorcycles are your best bet to come up with products that fill the
needs of other enthusiasts.  

Like the old saying goes "Ask the man who owns one!"
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COMPLETE S&S® ENGINES ARE NOW REALLY COMPLETE!

All S&S complete Shovelhead style engines now come with our new S&S Super Stock® single fire ignition.  See page 8 in this
catalog for more information on S&S ignition systems. 

NOW TWO YEARS OF WARRANTY!
This year S&S is extending the warranty on many complete engines.
The reason we can offer longer warranties is that now all S&S complete
engines come with an S&S ignition system.  S&S ignition systems are
specifically tailored to our engines.  In addition to providing optimum
performance, they are designed to protect the engine from damage.
The S&S IST ignition and the custom curves of the Super Stock ignition
prevent damage due to detonation or knock and the break-in rev
limiter prevents engine damage from over revving during break-in.
Effectively eliminating these major causes of premature engine failure,
not only provides our customers with a more powerful and dependable
engine, but allows us to offer a better warranty on our engines as well.
It's a good deal all around!  

HERE IS A BREAKDOWN OF THE 
NEW S&S COMPLETE ENGINE WARRANTY:

■■ Complete engines equipped with 
S&S Super Stock Ignition System or S&S Variable Fuel Injection System.

■■ Two-years on engines under 120"

■■ One-year on engines over 120"

■■ Complete engines equipped with S&S IST Ignition System.

■■ Three-years on engines under 120"

■■ Two-years on engines over 120"

2

See page 8 for more details on the S&S Ignition Systems.
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Engines

COMPLETE 80" SHOVELHEAD STYLE S&S® ENGINE
Here at S&S we have a reputation for our big inch high
performance engines, so we were somewhat surprised by
the demand for stock displacement 80" shovelhead style
S&S engines.  The S&S 80" engine has long been a favorite
with shovelhead riders in spite of the fact that there have
been larger engines available.  The S&S cylinder heads,
cam, and carburetor provide improved performance, but
the combination of stock stroke and cast pistons make for
an engine that will last as long as stock... maybe longer.

Includes S&S rocker covers, rocker arms, tappets, tappet
guides, and S&S Super Stock® Ignition System.  Covered by
a two-year parts and labor warranty.

This dyno chart shows an 80" shovelhead style S&S engine with the new
510 cam compared to a stock 74" shovelhead.  The extra six cubic inches
combined with S&S cylinder heads, cam, and Super E carburetor provide
almost 20 more horsepower and an extra 23 ft/lb of torque. 

Dyno results from Dynojet® 150 chassis dynamometer at S&S Cycle's
Research and Development facility in Viola, Wisconsin.

OPTIONS AVAILABLE – S&S 80

■■ Available assembled only.

■■ Cast or billet gearcover.  (Alternator style only.)

The Generator shovelhead engine replaced the panhead engine in 1966, and
was only produced through 1969.  Although the generator shovelhead style
S&S engines have the classic stock appearance, the increased performance
and the modern technology built into each one make them the obvious
choice for upgrading performance in stock bikes or for building retro
customs. Complete engines include all generator and timer drive gears, S&S
billet timer and the S&S Super Stock® Ignition.  S&S billet rocker covers and
tappet guides provide improved functionality as well as good looks.

80" SHOVELHEAD STYLE S&S® ENGINE SPECIFICATIONS
Bore Stroke Displacement Camshaft Piston Type Compression Ratio

37⁄16" 41⁄4" 80" S&S 510 S&S Cast 8.0:1

NOTE: This shovelhead style S&S engine contains Evolution® style S&S cam and tappets.

80" SHOVELHEAD STYLE GENERATOR S&S® ENGINES
1966-'69 CHASSIS 

Part Number

Assembled 31-9920

80" SHOVELHEAD STYLE  ALTERNATOR S&S® ENGINES
1970-'84 CHASSIS 

Billet Gearcover Cast Gearcover

Assembled 31-9910 31-9911

DID YOU KNOW?
It is a little known fact that in
1975, S&S Cycle built two 80"

shovelhead prototype S&S
engines for Harley-Davidson®.  
Those engines worked so well

that in 1978-'79 the 80"
shovelhead engine replaced

the time honored "74" 
in all of the Harley-Davidson

big twin line.
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COMPLETE 93" SHOVELHEAD STYLE S&S® ENGINE

The 93" S&S Sidewinder® big bore stroker kit for shovelhead
motorcycles has been one of the best selling shovelhead performance
upgrades since its introduction in 1977.  So it came as no surprise
when we started to build complete engines, that the 93" engine
became by far the most popular in our line of shovelhead style
engines.  An unbeatable combination of performance, engine life,
and practicality make this the best choice for most of our customers.
The 93 has the power for two up touring and trailer towing, and runs
well on readily available pump gas because of the moderate
compression ratio. 

This dyno chart shows a 93" shovelhead style S&S engine with cast
pistons at 8.5:1 compression compared to a stock 74" shovelhead.  The
S&S 93 has nearly twice the power and torque of the stock engine.

Dyno results from Dynojet® 150 chassis dynamometer at S&S Cycle's
Research and Development facility in Viola, Wisconsin.

The Alternator shovelhead engine was introduced in 1970 and was
produced until 1984.  S&S alternator shovelhead style engines have
many modern features that make them more durable as well as more
powerful than stock.  Crankcases and cylinder heads are natural
aluminum finish, and the high strength cast iron cylinders are
protected by a tough black powdercoat.  S&S billet tappet guides,
gearcover, and rocker covers complete this engine in style.

93" ALTERNATOR SHOVELHEAD® S&S® STYLE ENGINES  –  1970-'84 CHASSIS 
Compression Ratio Piston Type Billet Gearcover Cast Gearcover

93" Assembled 8.5:1 Cast 31-9912 31-9913

93" GENERATOR SHOVELHEAD® S&S® STYLE ENGINES  –  1966-'69 CHASSIS 
Compression Ratio Piston Type Part Number

93" Assembled 8.5:1 Cast 31-9921

OPTIONS AVAILABLE – S&S 93

■■ Available assembled only.

■■ Cast or billet gearcover. (Alternator style only.)

93" SHOVELHEAD STYLE S&S® ENGINE SPECIFICATIONS
Bore Stroke Displacement Camshaft Piston Type Compression Ratio

35⁄8" 41⁄2" 93" S&S 585 S&S Cast 8.2:1

NOTE: This shovelhead® style S&S engine contains Evolution® style S&S cam and tappets.

Includes S&S rocker covers, rocker arms, tappets, tappet guides, and
S&S Super Stock® Ignition System.  Covered by a two-year parts and
labor warranty.
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93HC ALTERNATOR SHOVELHEAD STYLE S&S® ENGINES - 1970-'84 CHASSIS 
Compression Ratio Piston Type Billet Gearcover Cast Gearcover

93" HC Assembled 10:1 Forged 31-9915 31-9914

COMPLETE 93HC SHOVELHEAD S&S® STYLE ENGINE

The 93HC is a high compression version of the standard 93"
engine that has a little nastier attitude. This engine is for
the shovelhead rider who wants more performance, and is
willing to go through a little extra "care and feeding"
required by a higher compression ratio.  The forged pistons,
higher compression ratio, and bigger cam give this engine a
competitive advantage over the more docile standard 93.
The dual plugged heads which are standard equipment on
the 93HC allow the use of premium pump gas with little or
no problem with detonation or knock.  This engine is
recommended for lighter bikes in performance applications.

All Alternator shovelhead style S&S engines are designed to allow the use
of modern high output alternator.  The S&S crankcases are significantly
stronger than stock, but do not require clearancing to fit in stock frames.
The looks of the billet tappet guides, ignition cover, and rocker boxes will
knock your socks off!

The upper curves of this dyno chart shows an S&S 93HC and the lower
curves represent the stock 74" engine.  The large displacement, higher
compression and more aggressive cam timing of the S&S 93 HC produces
more torque and horsepower, and makes the 93HC capable of operating
at higher rpm.  The 93HC is supplied with an S&S Super E carburetor
because our tests show that it provides the best performance on the
street.  The larger Super G carb will yield slightly more horsepower at
high rpm, but significantly less low and midrange torque.  

Dyno results from Dynojet® 150 chassis dynamometer at S&S Cycle's
Research and Development facility in Viola, WI.

OPTIONS AVAILABLE – S&S 93HC

■■ Available assembled only.

■■ Cast or billet gearcover. (Alternator style only.)

93HC SHOVELHEAD STYLE S&S® ENGINES SPECIFICATIONS
Bore Stroke Displacement Camshaft Piston Type Compression Ratio

35⁄8" 41⁄2" 93" S&S 600 S&S Forged 10:1

NOTE: This shovelhead style S&S engine contains Evolution style S&S cam and tappets.

93HC GENERATOR SHOVELHEAD STYLE S&S® ENGINES – 1966-69 CHASSIS 
Compression Ratio Piston Type Part Number

93" HC Assembled 10:1 Forged 31-9922

Includes S&S rocker covers, rocker arms, tappets, tappet
guides, and S&S Super Stock® Ignitiion System.  Covered
by a two-year parts and labor warranty.
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93" ALTERNATOR/GENERATOR SHOVELHEAD STYLE S&S® ENGINES – 1970-'84 CHASSIS 
Compression Ratio Piston Type Part Number

93" Assembled 8.5:1 Cast 31-9923

93" HC Assembled 10:1 Forged 31-9924

COMPLETE ALTERNATOR/GENERATOR 

93" ALTERNATOR/GENERATOR SHOVELHEAD STYLE S&S® ENGINE SPECIFICATIONS
Bore Stroke Displacement Camshaft Piston Type Compression Ratio

93" 35⁄8" 41⁄2" 93" S&S 585 S&S Cast 8.5:1

93" HC 35⁄8" 41⁄2" 93" S&S 600 S&S Forged 10:1

NOTE:  These shovelhead® style S&S engines contain Evolution® style S&S cam and tappets.

SHOVELHEAD STYLE S&S® ENGINES

RETRO LOOKS WITH MODERN DEPENDABILITY!

The look of a generator shovelhead engine is undeniably
cool.  It's a classic design that will endure, but there is no
reason that you can't have that look, and have modern
features as well.  That's what the S&S alternator/generator
engines are all about.  

The most obvious advantage of an S&S alternator/generator
engine is the alternator.  There is no doubt that when the
alternator electrical system was introduced in 1970, it was a
giant step forward in capacity and dependability.  Anyone
who likes to use high-watt halogen headlights, or radios, or
any of a long list of electrical accessories probably would not
willingly go back to a generator charging system.  It is also a
fact that many electronic ignition systems don't function
correctly if the battery is low.  Any way you look at it the
dependability and additional output of an alternator is a
real plus.  If a generator is not used on the engine, the
generator location is an excellent place to mount a spin-on
oil filter.

There are other advantages to be had as well.  High
performance clutches, five and six speed transmissions, and
many more drive train products are readily available for an
Alternator style engine... even one with a generator on the
other side.  

S&S ALTERNATOR/GENERATOR ENGINES...
are built from the same high quality components as
our other 93" shovelhead style S&S engines, and
have the same specifications.  There is no difference
in performance or dependability.  Both high and
low compression versions are available, and of
course they all come complete with the new S&S
billet rocker boxes and tappet guides.  These
engines contain Evolution® style S&S camshafts
which are designed for a generator style crankcase.  

These engines include the S&S Super Stock® Ignition
and are covered by a two year parts and labor
warranty.

NOTE:
S&S Alternator/generator engines require either a stock
1966-'69 style exhaust system, one of several aftermarket
custom exhaust systems, or a custom fabricated exhaust
pipe for a generator shovelhead engine.N

O
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COMPLETE 103" SHOVELHEAD STYLE S&S® ENGINE

103" SHOVELHEAD STYLE S&S® ENGINE SPECIFICATIONS
Bore Stroke Displacement Camshaft Piston Type Compression Ratio Part Number

35⁄8" 5" 103" S&S 640 S&S Forged 10.7:1 31-9916

HOT ROD SHOVEL BY POPULAR DEMAND!
Some folks talk about gas mileage and how long their tires last.  Then
there are the guys who just want to go fast.  The new complete 103"
shovelhead style S&S engine will appeal to the latter group more than
the first.  When we began offering complete shovelhead style S&S
engines last year, we didn't think there would be much demand for a
complete 103, so we didn't offer one.  Boy were we wrong!  As the
result of a lot of requests/demands for a complete 103, here it is.

This engine is based on our long standing 103" shovelhead style
Sidewinder® kit, which has been in the S&S catalog since 1976.  The 103
is similar to our other shovelhead style S&S engines, just bigger.  All
shovelhead style S&S engines feature S&S Super Stock® crankcases, S&S
forged steel flywheels and connecting rods, S&S billet tappet guides with
Evolution® style S&S tappets, S&S Quickee pushrods, S&S billet rocker
boxes, S&S forged roller rocker arms, and S&S 35⁄8" bore, engineering
grade, cast iron, 35⁄8" bore cylinders with forged pistons.  Due to the
displacement and compression ratio, an S&S Super G carb and S&S dual
plugged heads come as standard equipment.  The 103 is only offered in
1970-'84 Alternator style, and comes with the S&S Super Stock Ignition
System.  Covered by a two year parts and labor warranty.

MAKE NO MISTAKE, 
THIS ENGINE IS NOT FOR EVERYONE!
The 103" shovelhead style S&S engine is .300" taller than a stock
shovelhead, which means that it's not going to fit in a stock frame.
Stock frames need to be modified to accommodate the extra
engine height, but a lot of 103's end up powering custom bikes
built with aftermarket frames, made to handle taller engines.  

Although the engine life of the 103 is surprisingly good for a 5"
stroke motor, this is not a 50,000 mile engine.  There is a trade off
– engine life for performance.  To maximize engine life, all
shovelhead style S&S engines are built with the finest components.
S&S forged steel connecting rods and flywheels are the industry
standard for strength and durability, and the high tensile cast iron
cylinders are super strong and extremely wear resistant.  It all adds
up to better engine life and reliability, but since all S&S engine are
built with these components, the 88's and 93's will still have better
engine life than a 103.  They just aren't as much fun to ride.

Dyno results from Dynojet® 150 chassis dynamometer at
S&S Cycle's Research and Development facility in Viola, WI.

NOT FOR THE FAINT OF HEART!
This is a hot rod shovelhead that the majority of riders would rather not deal with. They would also rather not come up
next to one at a stop light.  Big stroker motors are known for torque and 103 inchers are certified stump pullers.  But
what about gas mileage?  And how long will my tires last?  Owners of 103's generally don't brag about that stuff, but
you may hear them mention their E.T. or trap speed.  Truthfully, gas mileage can actually be pretty good and your rear
tire may last quite a while if you have the will power not to twist on the throttle.  But where's the fun in that?N
O

T
E
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NEW S&S® SUPER STOCK® IGNITION SYSTEM 
FOR SHOVELHEAD AND EVOLUTION® STYLE S&S ENGINES!

"Is there a reasonably priced ignition that I should use on my
S&S Engine?" 

That's a question that our tech department gets on a regular
basis.  This has been a hot topic of discussion for years.  While
there are some good high performance ignition systems out
there, they tend to be pretty pricey and when you get right
down to it, they are not specifically optimized for an S&S engine.
Now, we have a new answer when someone asks us that
question.  Our first choice would be the S&S IST ignition, and a
close second is the new S&S Super Stock single fire ignition.

WADDA YA' MEAN I CAN'T FIDDLE WITH IT?
Although the new S&S ignition does not offer any adjustments
other than basic timing set up, that should not be viewed as a
problem.  You don't need to adjust anything.  We've already
done it for you.  That's what makes this ignition special.  The
ignition curves programmed into each ignition unit are custom
tailored for a specific S&S engine.  Every S&S engine has a
recommended S&S Super Stock Ignition system available.  In
addition to custom tailored curves, the module makes use of a
vacuum operated electrical switch (VOES) to adjust timing
under load or heavy acceleration to avoid detonation or
knock.  See the chart to find the S&S Super Stock ignition
system for your application.  Remember these ignitions are
programmed specifically for S&S engines!  Who knows what
your S&S engine needs better than the people who built it?

APPLICATIONS
The S&S Super Stock ignition module is primarily intended for
complete S&S engines.  With that in mind, it is well suited for an
existing S&S engine that was not sold with an ignition system.
In addition, the Super Stock ignition is also a good choice for use
with S&S Sidewinder® kits and S&S Hot Set Up® kits that are of
the same configuration as a complete S&S engine.  The Super
Stock ignition system for a complete 96" Evolution® style S&S
engine would be a great choice for an FLSS 96 Hot Set Up kit for
Evolution big twin style engines since the displacement,
compression ratio, cam, and cylinder heads are identical.
Generator style engines require a special timer, designed to
accept an electronic ignition, and reverse timer gears.  (See page
6-60 for electronic timers for generator engines.)  Keep in mind
that the curves are preset for a specific S&S engine, and that
modules intended for one engine may not yield optimum
results when used on another configuration.

IT'S SPECIAL!
The Super Stock ignition module fits inside the
cam cover, under the ignition cover of the engine
just like many other aftermarket ignitions, but
that is where the similarity ends.  This ignition is
special and here's why.  Brace yourself.  This may
be a shocking concept, but the Super Stock
module is pre-programmed, and you can't adjust
the curves. 

New billet generator style electronic timer fits S&S and
stock generator style cases and allows the use of S&S
Super Stock or other late style electronic ignition systems.
Requires reverse timing gears for use in generator style
engines. (See page 6-60 for more information.)   55-1269

Pictured: S&S Super Stock® ignition system kits contain
all the parts shown in this photograph.  Modules are
also available separately as replacement parts.
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Super Stock® Ignition System

BREAK-IN REV LIMITER 
PROTECTS YOUR NEW ENGINE!
Like the S&S Intelligent Spark Technology (IST)
Ignition, the new S&S Super Stock ignition system
features a break-in rev limit function.  The break-in
rev limit protects a new engine from damage with a
fairly low initial rev limit.  As the new engine
accumulates running time, the rev limit is gradually
increased.  After 24 hours of operation the rev limit
reaches the maximum of 6300 rpm.  All Super Stock
ignitions sold with S&S complete engines have the
break-in rev limiter enabled.  That is why we now give
an extra year of warranty on most engines when sold
with the Super Stock ignition system.  Super Stock
ignition units not sold as part of a complete S&S
engine are shipped with break-in rev limit turned off.
Authorized S&S dealers will be able to turn the break-
in rev limiter on if desired. 

DIAGNOSTIC DATA LOGGING
The S&S Super Stock ignition has data logging
capability, which is a very useful trouble shooting tool
for technicians.  The recorded data is accessed by
connecting a PC or laptop to the tachometer wire of
the ignition.  Software which is available to S&S
dealers, allows access to the collected data.  The
system logs the following information: number of
engine starts, total running time, amount of time of
operation in several rpm ranges, maximum rpm,
amount of time operated at rev limit .

SUPER STOCK IGNITION MODULE AND KITS
S&S Super Stock ignition systems are available in
complete ignition kits and as replacement modules.
S&S single fire ignition coils are available separately.

S&S SUPER STOCK IGNITION KIT CONTENTS:

■■ S&S Super Stock Ignition module with hardware.

■■ Pick-up rotor and mounting screw.

■■ VOES switch with hardware.

■■ Wiring connectors.

CONTINUED...
New S&S® Super Stock® Ignition System

S&S SUPER STOCK IGNITION FEATURES:

■■ Single fire operation – requires a single fire
coil for single spark plug applications.

■■ Dual plugged applications require a pair of
two tower coils or a single four tower coil. 

■■ Minimum 3.0Ω primary resistance.

■■ Overload and short circuit protected.

■■ VOES retards timing under load or hard
acceleration.

■■ 6300 rpm rev limiter.

■■ 24 hr break in rev limiter – prevents damage
during break-in.

■■ Data logging diagnostic capabilities. 

■■ Units for shovelhead style engines are kick
start compatible.P
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S&S® SUPER STOCK® IGNITION KITS 
AND REPLACEMENT MODULES

Application
Ignition Module

Kit* Only

S&S 80" Alternator/Generator Shovel Style 55-1250 55-1240

S&S 93" Alternator/Generator Shovel Style 55-1251 55-1241

S&S 93" HC Alternator/Generator Shovel Style 55-1252 55-1242

S&S 103" Alternator/Generator Shovel Style 55-1253 55-1243

S&S 96" Evolution® Style 55-1254 55-1244

S&S 113" Evolution Style 55-1255 55-1245

S&S 124" Evolution Style 55-1256 55-1246

* Kits contain S&S Super Stock module with hardware, pick-up
cup and mounting screw, VOES Switch with hardware,
connectors, and instructions

REPLACEMENT PARTS

Pick-up Cup and Mounting Screw .......................55-1247

VOES Switch with Hardware ................................55-1248

VOES Hose, 12" (5 pack) .........................................19-0398

Connector Kit ........................................................55-1249

S&S Single Fire Coil (3.0Ω) ....................................55-1571

Super Stock Diagnostic Cable...............................55-1271

NOTE:
Software required to control the break-in rev
limiter, and to access historical data is available to
S&S dealers, for free download, from the "Dealers
Only" area of the S&S website: www.sscycle.com.N
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This kit is based on our extremely popular 84" stroker
kit for shovelhead engines.  The 41⁄2" stroke produces
healthy increases in torque and horsepower with
stock-like reliability at a very reasonable price. It
requires no complicated machining and can be
assembled by any experienced V-Twin motorcycle
engine builder. Detailed instructions are included
with every kit.  Runs well on pump gas and is easily
kick started.

Hot Set Up 84 yields 84 cubic inches with an
approximate compression ratio of 8:1 in Pans and
8.25:1 in Shovels.

NOTE: Pistons are sold separately.  See chart below.

84" HOT SET UP KIT INCLUDES...
an 84" stroker kit with 41⁄2" stroker flywheels assembled
with mainshafts and rods, 514 cam kit, valve springs,
adjustable chrome moly pushrods, a Super E carb kit,
and installation instructions. Select correct kit for model
year.  Purchase pistons separately based on required
piston oversize.  See chart at lower left.

84" STOCK BORE STROKER HOT SET UP® KIT

84" STOCK BORE S&S® HOT SET UP® KITS
FOR PANHEAD & SHOVELHEAD  ENGINES

Model Year Part Number

1955-'64 32-2284
1965 32-2285
1966-'69 32-2286
1970-'72 32-2287
1973-'77 32-2288
1978-'84 32-2289

FOR 1955-'65 PANHEAD & 1966-'84 SHOVELHEAD ENGINES.

92-2720 SERIES PISTONS
84" SHOVELHEAD

Oversize Part Number

Standard (74" Cylinders) 92-2720

+.010 92-2721

+.020 92-2722

+.030 92-2723

+.040 92-2724

+.050 92-2725

+.060 92-2726

+.070 92-2727

+.080 92-2728

+.090 92-2729

Cylinder & Piston Kit - 37⁄16" Bore 91-9016

Cylinder & Piston Kit - 31⁄2" Bore 91-9026

Dyno results from Dynojet® 150 Chassis dynamometer at S&S®

Cycle’s Research and Development facility in Viola, Wisconsin.

92-2046 Series Piston

This kit requires special S&S
pistons. Order the correct
piston oversize from this
chart.



The Hot Set Up 93 provides everything you need for a premium
performance upgrade at a price that is competitive with a stock
74" or 80" inch rebuild. Since its introduction in 1977, the 93"
Sidewinder has been one of our most popular combinations for
performance-minded shovelhead owners.

Hot Set Up 93 yields 93 cubic inches with an approximate
compression ratio of 8.5:1.

KIT INCLUDES...
Kit Ia 93" Sidewinder kit with 41⁄2" stroker flywheels assembled
with mainshafts and rods, 35⁄8" bore cylinders and pistons
complete, an S&S 514 cam kit, valve springs, adjustable chrome
moly pushrods, a Super E carb kit, and installation instructions. 

FOR 1966-'84 SHOVELHEAD ENGINES.

93" SIDEWINDER® BIG BORE STROKER HOT SET UP® KIT

Dyno results from
Dynojet® 150 Chassis
dynamometer at S&S®

Cycle’s Research and
Development facility
in Viola, Wisconsin.

S&S® 93" HOT SET UP® KITS 
FOR 1966-'84 SHOVELHEAD ENGINES 

Model Year Kit Number

1966-'69 32-2265

1970-'72 32-2266

1973-'77 32-2267

1978-'84 32-2268

S&S TOP END KITS
FOR STOCK DISPLACEMENT SHOVELHEAD ENGINES

S&S top end kits include everything needed to replace the top
end.  Kits also include manifold seals and clamps, not shown.

S&S Top End Kits include a set of shovelhead style S&S cylinder
heads, a pair of stock bore S&S cylinders (37⁄16" for 74" and 31⁄2"
for 80"), S&S cast 8:1 compression pistons complete with rings
and wristpins, manifold clamps, manifold seals, all required
hardware, and gaskets.  Pistons are pre-fit to the cylinders, so
there is no machine work to be done and very little down
time.  Just build your engine!

74" TOP END KIT
1966-'78  
37⁄8" Bore, 331⁄32" Stroke, 8:1 CR
..................................90-0097

S&S TOP END KITS FOR SHOVELHEAD ENGINES

80" TOP END KIT
1979-'84,  
31⁄2" Bore, 41⁄4" Stroke, 8:1 CR
................................90-0098

RESTORE THAT TIRED IRON!
S&S has something for shovelhead engines that have given many
years of service and are now in need of a new top end.  In a lot of
cases it just isn’t worth it to try to rebuild the old, cracked, worn
out cylinder heads or to bore the stock cylinders again. S&S now
offers shovelhead style top end kits that provide everything you
need to replace the top end of a 74" or 80" shovelhead engine. 

11Visit us at www.sscycle.com
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S&S® SIDEWINDER® KITS FOR SHOVELHEAD ENGINES

S&S introduced Sidewinder Kits for shovelhead
engines in the bicentennial year 1976.  The name
Sidewinder came from the "don't tread on me"
rattlesnake on the original Gadsden flag.  S&S
Sidewinders were a milestone in the V-Twin high
performance industry. They were the first
commercially available big bore, stroker kits that
allowed an average shop to convert stock
engines to big inch, high performance mills
economically and with relative ease.  Today, S&S
Sidewinders still set the standard for
performance, dependability and value in high
performance conversion kits.

COMPLETE SIDEWINDER KITS
FOR SHOVELHEAD ENGINES
Complete Sidewinder kits contain a dynamically balanced
flywheel assembly - including connecting rods and
mainshafts, cylinders and pistons - fit and ready to install,
and head and base gaskets. S&S adjustable pushrods are
included in all kits, however, pushrod clips are only
included in kits with cylinders that are longer than stock.
Longer than stock manifolds must be purchased
separately for 93", 96", 98", and 103" Sidewinder kits
because of the increased cylinder length.  The 88" kit does
not require a longer than stock manifold, since the
cylinders in that kit are stock length.  However, it is highly
recommended that an S&S Super E or B carburetor be
used with the 88" kit because of the increased
displacement.  Any complete S&S Super E or B carburetor
kit will contain the correct length manifold for an 88"
Sidewinder.  Super B, E, and G carb kits with out manifolds
are available for the larger kits.

SIDEWINDER STYLE TOP END KITS
Shovelhead style S&S Sidewinder top-end kits allow
owners of stock 80" shovelhead motorcycles to covert
their engines to 88 cubic inches, using the existing stock
flywheels.  Stock 80" flywheels (41⁄4" stroke) must be
rebalanced when installing the 88" top end kit.  Note the
flywheels in 74" shovelhead engines are 331⁄32" stroke and
must be replaced with 41⁄4" stroke flywheels to achieve
88".  This being the case, we suggest that the owners of
74" engines consider a complete  Sidewinder kit. 

WHICH KIT TO BUY?
All S&S Sidewinder kits contain the same premium quality
components. The engineering grade, cast iron cylinders with
a tough powdercoat finish are not only attractive, but
exceptionally strong and wear resistant.  This is due to both
increased section thickness in critical areas and the superior
material.  S&S heat treated forged flywheels and connecting
rods are nearly legendary for their strength and durability.
S&S has been selling big bore cylinders and pistons since
1977, and they have been proven again and again at the
race track and on the street.  That's what we mean by
"Proven Performance".

When deciding which engine to build keep this in mind. The
smaller the displacement, the less power it will make, but the
longer the engine will last.  The larger the displacement, the
more power it makes, but the shorter the engine life.  The
decision of which kit to install usually hinges on these
factors.  The touring rider will be more attracted to the 88"
and 93" kits, while hot rodders and racers generally go for
the larger engines.  The majority of our customers choose
the middle ground.

Our most popular Sidewinder kit for shovelheads is by far
the 93" with cast pistons.  This kit produces good power and
torque and is ideal for touring because of the exceptional
engine life.  The moderate compression ratio of 8.5:1 allows
this engine to run on readily available pump gas without
dual plugged heads or special ignition systems.  This kit
provides the best of both worlds – stock like engine life and
dependability but also a healthy increase in usable power.

Pictured:  The 93" Sidewinder Kit for shovelhead
engines. Typical Sidewinder stroker kits include
everything necessary for a complete installation.

91-9125
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INSTALLATION
Stock crankcases and cylinder heads must be bored to accept the larger 35⁄8" bore Sidewinder cylinders for complete
Sidewinder kits and top end kits.  Stock crankcases must be clearanced for the crankpin nut when installing kits of 93"
or larger.  After these relatively simple modifications are done, the engine assembly procedure is essentially the same
as stock.  Complete installation instructions are included with each kit, and S&S has special boring fixtures available
that make it easy to perform the required crankcase and cylinder head modifications.  See page 9-10 in this catalog
for more information.

COMPLETE S&S® SIDEWINDER® KITS FOR SHOVELHEAD ENGINES
Displacement Stroke Piston Compression Cylinder Application Engine Life Part Number Part Number

Type Ratio Length 1966-'69 1970-'84

Cast 7.5:1 Stock Riding Double, Touring, Etc. Stock-Like
91-9001

91-9121 91-9122
88" 41⁄4"

Forged 8.2:1 Stock Riding Double, Touring, Etc. Stock-Like
91-9002

91-9123 91-9124

Cast 8.5:1 +.075 Trips, Some Strip Stock-Like 91-9125 91-9126
93" 41⁄2"

Forged 9.3:1 +.075 Trips, Some Strip Stock-Like 91-9127 91-9128

93" HC 41⁄2" Forged 10:1 +.033" Street & Strip Very Good 91-9129 91-9130

Cast 9.0:1 +.110" Some Trips, Street & Strip Good 91-9131 91-9132
96" 45⁄8"

Forged 10.2:1 +.110" Some Trips, Street & Strip Good 91-9133 91-9134

Cast 8.9:1 +.200" Street & Strip Fair 91-9135 91-9136
98" 43⁄4"

Forged 9.78:1 +.200" Street & Strip Fair 91-9137 91-9138

103" 5" Forged 10.7:1 +.300" Little Street, Mostly Strip Poor 91-9139 91-9140

MANIFOLD SELECTION CHART FOR 
S&S® SIDEWINDER® KITS FOR SHOVELHEAD ENGINES 

S&S Sidewinder™ Cylinder Size Super B & Super E Super G

Kit Displacement Length Number O-ring Band O-ring Band

88" Stock - 5.330" 220 16-1200 16-1300 16-2200 16-2300

93"HC 5.363" 222 16-1201 16-1301 16-2201 16-2301

93" 5.405" 225 16-1223 16-1323 16-2223 16-2323

96" 5.440" 228 16-1202 16-1302 16-2202 16-2302

98" 5.530" 235 16-1204 16-1304 16-2204 16-2304

103" 5.630" 242 16-1206 16-1306 16-2206 16-2306

These kits require a special S&S manifold.
Order the correct manifold using this
reference chart.

– Denotes big bore Top End Kit.

CONTINUED...

PARTS INCLUDED IN COMPLETE S&S® SIDEWINDER® KITS FOR SHOVELHEAD ENGINES
1966-'69 1970-'84 Complete Cylinders Head & Base Head Stainless Pushrod 

Displacement
Cast       Forged Cast        Forged Flywheel Assembly & Pistons Gaskets Bolts Base Nuts Pushrods Clips

88"
91-9001 91-9002 91-9001 91-9002 ● ● ● ●

91-9121 91-9123 91-9122 91-9124 ● ● ● ● ● ●

93" 91-9125 91-9127 91-2196 91-9128 ● ● ● ● ● ●

93" HC N/A 91-9129 N/A 91-9130 ● ● ● ● ● ● ●

96" 91-9131 91-9133 91-9132 91-9134 ● ● ● ● ● ● ●

98" 91-9135 91-9137 91-9136 91-9138 ● ● ● ● ● ● ●

103" N/A 91-9139 N/A 91-9140 ● ● ● ● ● ● ●
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S&S® STOCK BORE STROKER KITS FOR KNUCKLEHEAD, PANHEAD, & SHOVELHEAD ENGINES 

Displacement Stroke Bore Compression Piston Cylinder Application Engine Life 1936-47 1948-53 1954-64 1965-69 1970-84 Custom
Ratio Type Length Flywheels

84" 4 1⁄2" 37⁄16"
8.25:1 C Stock Extended use, trips, etc. Almost stock like

32-2219 32-2219 32-2220 32-2221 32-2222 32-2020
8.75:1 F Stock Extended use, trips, etc. Almost stock like

86" 45⁄8" 37⁄16" 8.5:1* C Stock Trips, occasional strip Very good N/A 32-2272 32-2106 32-2107 32-2108 32-2060

88" 43⁄4" 37⁄16" 9:1 F Stock Street, strip Fair 32-2276 32-2276 32-2256 32-2257 32-2258 32-2030

NOTES: C - Pistons used are cast type. F - Pistons used are forged type.          * Includes .032" base plates. – Denotes kit supplied in Hot Set Up®.

S&S® 84", 86", AND 89" STROKERS FOR 1936-'84 
KNUCKLEHEAD, PANHEAD, AND SHOVELHEAD ENGINES 

84" SHOVELHEAD
92-2720 SERIES – CAST PISTONS – 8.25:1 CR

Oversize Part Number

Standard (74" Cylinders) 92-2720

+.010 92-2721

+.020 92-2722

+.030 92-2723

+.040 92-2724

+.050 92-2725

+.060 92-2726

+.070 92-2727

+.080 92-2728

+.090 92-2729

Cylinder & Piston Kit - 37⁄16" Bore 91-9016

Cylinder & Piston Kit - 31⁄2" Bore 91-9026

84" SHOVELHEAD
92-2800 SERIES – FORGED  PISTONS – 8.5:1 CR

Oversize Part Number

Standard (74" Cylinders) 92-2800

+.010 92-2801

+.020 92-2802

+.030 92-2803

+.040 92-2804

+.050 92-2805

+.060 92-2806

+.070 92-2807

+.080 92-2808

+.090 92-2809

Cylinder & Piston Kit - 37⁄16" Bore 91-9017

Cylinder & Piston Kit - 31⁄2" Bore 91-9027

86" SHOVELHEAD
92-2730 SERIES – CAST PISTONS – 8.5:1 CR

Oversize Part Number

Standard (74" Cylinders) 92-2730

+.010 92-2731

+.020 92-2732

+.030 92-2733

+.040 92-2734

+.050 92-2735

+.060 92-2736

+.070 92-2737

+.080 92-2738

+.090 92-2739

Cylinder & Piston Kit - 37⁄16" Bore 91-9018

Cylinder & Piston Kit - 31⁄2" Bore 91-9028

88" SHOVELHEAD
92-2900 SERIES – FORGED PISTONS – 9:1 CR

Oversize Part Number

Standard (74" Cylinders) 92-2900

+.010 92-2901

+.020 92-2902

+.030 92-2903

+.040 92-2904

+.050 92-2905

+.060 92-2906

+.070 92-2907

+.080 92-2908

+.090 92-2909

Cylinder & Piston Kit - 37⁄16" Bore 91-9019

Cylinder & Piston Kit - 31⁄2" Bore 91-9029

S&S offers strokers for knucklehead, panhead, and shovelhead engines in
several displacements.  The moderate compression ratios allow the use of
readily available pump gas without dual plugged heads or special ignition
systems.  S&S stroker pistons are available in all standard oversizes, and are
available in pre-fit S&S cylinder and piston kits for shovelhead engines only.

NOTE: Pistons are sold separately.  See charts below.

92-2720 Series Piston

This kit requires special S&S
pistons. Order the correct
piston style and oversize
from this chart.
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Carburetors

Half a million and still going strong. . .

THE S&S® SUPER E & G CARBS... 
were a ground breaking development when they were first
introduced in October of 1990.  Since then they have become
the best selling performance carburetor in the V-Twin
aftermarket, and have remained so to this day – in mid 2004,
S&S produced the 500,000th Super Shorty carb.  The
combination of good looks, easy tuning, exceptional
performance, and not least of all the technical support of a
manufacturer with as many years of experience as S&S, made
the S&S Super Shorty carbs the ones to get.  Today the Super
E and G carbs are still the best selling performance
carburetors, and are standard equipment on all S&S
carbureted engines (another best selling product).  

SO HOW DO YOU IMPROVE ON THAT?
A fairly simple design change has given the Super Shorty carbs an
even higher degree of tunability, which improves compatibility
with some of the more radical cams and exhaust systems.  For the
vast majority of our customers, this new design will not change
the way they dial in our carbs, but for our customers who use
extreme cams and exhaust systems, designed for maximum
performance, the change will make life a lot easier. 

The design change involves the main fuel circuit
air bleed. In the past, S&S Shorty carburetors have
had a fixed air bleed for the main circuit that was
sized for the best all around performance.
However, starting October 1, 2003, all Super E and
G carbs have a replaceable jet in place of the fixed
main circuit air bleed. This allows for fine tuning
of the main circuit.  The main circuit air bleed
determines the rpm at which the main fuel circuit
begins to feed fuel.  A smaller air bleed will cause
the main circuit to "come in" at a lower rpm.  A
larger air bleed causes the main jet to come in at
a higher rpm. The air bleed installed at the
factory is the same size as we have always used
because it works best in the majority of
applications.  However, the ability to change the
size of the air bleed can be very useful when
tuning engines with high performance exhaust
systems, which often, exhibit some harmonic
reversion problems.  Harmonic reversion usually
inhibits exhaust flow at a specific rpm.  In extreme
cases, aggravated by very aggressive cam timing,
the reversion pulses can actually push air back out
of the intake valve. This pulse of air picks up fuel
as it goes out past the main discharge tube of the
carburetor, and is then drawn back through the
carburetor where it picks up additional fuel.  This
causes a transient rich condition at that specific
rpm.  Since this usually occurs at the same rpm at
which the main circuit comes in,  the rich
condition can often be reduced, and midrange
performance improved, by making the main jet
come in at a slightly higher rpm.  This can be done
by installing a larger main circuit air bleed jet.

HOW DOES IT WORK?

The replaceable main
system air bleed, accepts
readily available S&S
main jets which allows a
wide range of adjustment.
Installing a larger air bleed
jet causes the main jet to
"come in" at a higher rpm,
and can help eliminate the
transient midrange rich
condition when tuning
engines with radical cams
and exhaust systems.

The S&S Super E & G Shorty carbs
are designed for American V-Twin
applications and are protected by
US Patent #5,128,071 which
covers thirteen specific design
elements.
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CONTINUED...
S&S® Super E and Super G Carburetors

DO I NEED A SUPER E OR SUPER G CARBURETOR?

As a general rule we recommend a Super E carb for street engines up to about 100 cubic
inches in displacement.  The Super E's smaller 17⁄8" (47.6mm) bore size creates higher air
velocity, which results in better low and midrange response and power.  The Super G is
recommended for street engines of no less than 90 cubic inch displacement.  However, in
spite of the fact that the Super G's larger 21⁄16" (52.3mm) bore size allows more air to pass,
and generally provides more peak horsepower, slower air velocity at lower rpm causes
poor throttle response and weaker midrange torque in engines under 100 cubic inches.
For the vast majority of street engines in the 90-100 cubic inch displacement range we
strongly recommend the Super E because of the improved low and midrange response.
However, if maximum peak horsepower is the most important consideration, a Super G
carb would be appropriate.IN
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WHAT MAKES THE S&S
SUPER E & G SO POPULAR?
The popularity of the S&S Super E & G "Shorty"
carburetors is largely because of results.  Ease of
installation, easy tuning, excellent performance, and
the technical support of a company with over 45 years
of experience in the high performance V-Twin
industry are all factors in the popularity of the Super
"Shorty" carbs.  It can be best summed up by the S&S
company motto: "Proven Performance®".

EASY INSTALLATION 
Installation is easy because carbs are sold in complete
kits that contain everything needed to install the carb
on the specified model motorcycle. All kits include a
comprehensive, step by step installation instruction
booklet and tuning guide that takes the "rocket
science" out of installation and tuning. 

COMPATIBLE WITH STOCK THROTTLE CABLES
ON ALL LATE MODEL BIG TWINS
For the sake of safety, all S&S carbs are designed to
use a two cable pull open/pull closed throttle system.
Super "Shorty" carbs for big twins are compatible
with stock 1981 and later throttle cables.  Carb kits for
late model big twins, originally equipped with
constant velocity (CV) carbs, include a taller throttle
cable guide bracket that accommodates the longer CV
style cables.  Kits for earlier model Evolution® big
twins which could have been equipped with either a
butterfly or CV type carb include both a shorter
bracket for butterfly style cables and the tall bracket
for CV style cables.  

S&S "SHORTY" CARBS...EASY TUNING
The S&S "Shorty" carbs are easy to tune due to the
simplicity of the functional design.  The Super E & G's
are butterfly style carbs and have only two fuel circuits,
not counting the starting system or accelerator pump. In
addition, idle mixture, idle speed, and accelerator pump
adjustments are easily accessible  when the carburetor is
installed on a motorcycle.

The low speed circuit which handles engine speeds from
idle up to about 2500 rpm, is controlled by a changeable
intermediate jet which meters fuel to the intermediate
system as well as the idle mixture control needle.  The
intermediate jet is selected to provide the best
performance and fuel economy in the lower rpm range,
and the idle mixture screw allows for precise adjustment
of the air/fuel mixture at idle.  The adjustable
accelerator pump eliminates off idle hesitation and can
be adjusted to provide the correct amount of fuel for a
wide variety of engine displacements and styles.  The
accelerator pump is also very useful as a starting aid.

The main, or high speed system features a replaceable
main jet, and in carbs manufactured after 10-1-03, a
replaceable main circuit air bleed.  The main jet meters
fuel for high rpm and full throttle conditions, while the
air bleed can be used to control the rpm at which the
main system comes into play.  Adjustment of the air
bleed is normally not needed with standard engine
configurations, but can be very useful when tuning
engines with radical cams and exhaust systems.
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Carburetors

CONTINUED...
S&S® Super E and Super G Carburetors

TUNE FOR THOSE DRAG PIPES!
This dyno chart shows two runs on a 124" SSW+ engine
with a Super G carb and 2" drag pipes.  The two runs are
very similar except in the 2500 to 3500 rpm range.  One run
shows approximately 10 ft/lb more torque in this range
than the other.  The curve with increased torque was the
result of replacing the standard .040" main circuit air bleed
with a larger bleed.  Note that the maximum torque and
horsepower was not changed significantly.  However, the
additional 10 ft/lb of midrange torque will make this
motorcycle feel much more responsive and powerful on
the street since this is the rpm range most used in street
applications.

Dyno results from Dynojet® 150 Chassis dynamometer at
S&S Cycle's Research and Development facility in Viola,
Wisconsin

The S&S "Shorty" carbs do not use a traditional choke plate for
starting enrichment.  Instead a separate adjustable enrichment
circuit is used for cold starts.  The enrichment circuit is activated
by pulling the enrichment lever on the air cleaner to the up
position.  Once the engine starts, the lever can be moved
downward to function as an adjustable fast idle to keep a cold
engine running until the bike is underway or the engine is
warm enough to idle normally.  By using an enrichment circuit
instead of the usual choke mechanism, the bore of the
carburetor is not restricted by hardware that is only used on
cold starts.  That means that the carb can supply more air to the
engine at full throttle, and that equates to more power.  

Another reason the "Shorty" carbs are capable of making more
power is the design of the air cleaner.  This design takes into
account two of the most significant factors that can improve air
flow into a carburetor.  The most important factor is a filter
element that does not restrict the flow of air, and almost as
important is the elimination of turbulence at the inlet of the
carburetor. 

The filter area of the "Shorty" carbs is maximized by an
ingenious backplate design that wraps slightly around the carb
to allow room for a wider filter element than a straight back
plate would allow.  The pleated S&S filter element looks like
paper, but is actually a special resin impregnated cellulose fiber
media that provides excellent filtration as well as superior flow.
That makes for improved performance and better engine
protection. 

Reducing turbulence is almost as important as finding a filter
media that allows air to pass with a minimum of restriction.
The shape of the S&S air cleaner backplate provides a radiused
inlet similar to an air horn or velocity stack.  This provides a
smooth path for air to follow while traveling into the
carburetor inlet.  This results in less turbulence which allows
more air to flow into the carb.  The flow of air is also enhanced
by a directional cone inside the air cleaner cover which also
directs the air smoothly into the inlet of the carburetor.   Since
the radiused inlet and directional cone are enclosed within the
filter element, air flowing into the carb is not effected by
turbulent air flowing past the carburetor when the motorcycle
is traveling at high speeds.  So the air cleaner cover and the
filter element also play an important role in eliminating
turbulence and increasing flow.

While installing an S&S Super E or G carburetor on a stock engine
will result in more power, the addition of a performance cam and
exhaust system will result in even more power gains.  Take a look
at the S&S Hot Set Up® kits in Section 2 of this catalog for more
information.

PERFORMANCE BY DESIGN
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These S&S Super E & G carburetor kits contain everything
you need for a complete installation.

SUPER E & SUPER G CARBURETOR KITS SELECTION CHART

Super E Carb Kits Super G Carb Kits

Application Year & Type Carb Kit Carb Kit Carb Kit Carb Kit
of Engine Standard for 5 Gallon Tank Standard for 5 Gallon Tank

Panhead 1955-'65 BT * 11-0401 11-0401

Shovelhead
1966-'78 BT 11-0402 11-0418§ 11-0422 11-0438§

1979-'84 BT 11-0411 11-0418§ 11-0431 11-0438§

• May be used for Knucklehead and early Panhead engines if "plumber" style heads are converted to accept an o-ring style manifold.

§  Shovelhead engines equipped with .075" longer than stock cylinders in chassis with five gallon gas tanks require additional air cleaner cover to
gas tank clearance.   Kits in this column include an air cleaner cover clearanced to fit these engines.   Manifold and mounting hardware must be
purchased separately.

Pictured:  1979-'82 Big Twin Super E Carb Kit        11-0403

S&S SUPER E & G CARBURETOR KITS

NOTE:
These kits contain manifolds for engines with stock
length cylinders. For engines with non-stock cylinder
length - order a carb kit without a manifold and
order the correct length of manifold separately.N
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NOTES:

■■ Stock motorcycles 1980 or earlier must be updated to a two cable pull open/pull closed throttle control system.  A single
cable pull open system cannot pull the throttle closed in case the throttle should accidentally stick in the open position.
S&S offers high quality throttle cable kits in several lengths for this purpose.  A press on sleeve is also available to
increase the diameter of the throttle grip area of 1972 and earlier handle bars to 1" to allow installation of modern
throttle assemblies.  See page 24-25 of this catalog.

■■ Shovelhead motorcycles with five gallon gas tanks and cylinders that are taller than stock require a special notched
air cleaner cover to clear the gas tank.  Since these taller engines also require a special length manifold, select a carb
with a notched air cleaner cover but without a manifold and contact your S&S dealer to order the correct length
Shovelhead style manifold.

■■ S&S does not recommend polishing or chrome plating Super E & G carburetors.  Our repair department has seen
many carbs with passages plugged with polishing compounds, and some carbs that had been destroyed because the
polishing or chrome plating had altered critical machined surfaces.

■■ Recommended for racing only – S&S Super E & G carburetors are not legal for use on motor vehicles operated on public
highways in the state of California, or in other states where similar pollution laws may apply.  The user shall determine
the suitability of the product for his or her use and shall assume all risk and liability in connection therewith.
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S&S® SUPER B CARBURETOR KITS

Application Year & Type of Engine Carb Kit

1955-'65 Knuckle/Panhead 11-0101

Big Twin
1966-'78 Shovelhead 11-0102

1979-'84 Shovelhead 11-0103

No Carb only 11-0111

Manifold Carb kit w/o manifold 11-0100
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Carburetors

Since its introduction in 1975 the 17⁄8" S&S Super B
carb has been a favorite of Harley® high-performance
enthusiasts the world over. It has under gone a few
changes over the years, but it is still true to the
original idea. A simple, no frills, high-performance
carb that works well on the street and the drag strip.

Pictured:  Super B Carburetor Kit
11-0103  

S&S SUPER B COMPLETE 
GAS CARBURETOR KITS...
include an S&S Super B gas carburetor, an S&S
Teardrop air cleaner kit, manifold, mounting
hardware, fuel line and clamps, two extra main
jets, and installation and jetting instructions.

APPLICATIONS:

■■ The S&S Super B gas carburetor has a 17⁄8" throat
and is recommended for use on any displacement
Big Twin or Sportster® engine with any degree of
performance modifications. 

S&S® SUPER B CARBURETORS

NOTES:

■■ Two Cable Throttle Required – S&S Super B
carburetors require the use of a two cable, pull
open-pull closed throttle assembly. Any chassis
including 1980 and earlier stock H-D® models
equipped with a single cable throttle
mechanism requires pull open-pull closed type.
S&S offers a high quality two cable throttle
assembly for this purpose. (See the Throttle
Assemblies section of this catalog for more
information). Stock models from 1981 to
present have a two cable throttle which can
easily be modified to work with the Super B
carburetor.

■■ S&S does not recommend polishing or chrome
plating Super E & G carburetors.  Our repair
department has seen many carbs with passages
plugged with polishing compounds, and some
carbs that had been destroyed because the
polishing or chrome plating had altered critical
machined surfaces.

■■ Recommended for Racing Only – S&S
carburetors are not legal for use in California on
motor vehicles operated on public highways or
in other states where similar pollution laws may
apply. The user shall determine the suitability of
the product for his or her use and shall assume
all risk and liability in connection therewith.
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NOTE:
Many 1979-'80 engines may be equipped
with either o-ring or band style heads.
Check before ordering.N
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Series #94
Intermediate Jets

INTERMEDIATE JETS
Series #94 fits all Super 17⁄8", 21⁄16", 21⁄4"
gas carburetors–sizes available: 
.025", .0265", .028", .0295", .031",
.032", .033", .036", .040".

Sold in packages of 3 jets.

1 each .025", .0265", .028" ......11-7100

1 each .0265", .028", .0295"....11-7101

1 each .028", .0295", .031" ......11-7102

1 each .0295", .031", .032" ......11-7103

1 each .031", .032", .033" ........11-7104

1 each .032",.033", .036" .........11-7105

1 each .033", .036", .040" ........11-7106

S&S CARBURETOR REPLACEMENT JETS

Sold in packages of 3 to 6 jets.

1 each .062", .064", .066", .068", .070",
.072"............................................11-7200

1 each .066", .068", .070", .072", .074",
.076"............................................11-7201

1 each .072", .074", .076", .078", .080",
.082"............................................11-7202

1 each .078", .080", .082", .084", .086",
.088"............................................11-7203

1 each .090", .092", .094", .096", .098"
.....................................................11-7204

1 each .100", .102", .104", .106", .108"
.....................................................11-7205

MAIN JETS
Series #72 fits all Super 17⁄8", 21⁄16", 21⁄4"
gas carburetors – sizes available: .040"
to .108" (in increments of .002").

For those who need to rejet their carburetor because of engine modifications, exhaust modifications, or changes in altitude,
we have extra jet kits available which are designed to cover most jetting situations. Compare your jets with those in the
pictures to determine the proper jet series. The description given tells what carburetors it fits and the sizes available. Also
listed are the various groups of sizes offered and their respective part numbers.

MAIN JET TOOL
For changing series #72 main jets.
..................................................53-0452

11-7270

LOW RANGE JET PACK 
For jetting most stock and
moderate performance engines.
Includes 1 each intermediate jets
(.025", .0265", .028", .0295") and
1 each main jets (.062", .064",
.066", .068", .070", .072", .074").
.............................................11-7270

HIGH RANGE JET PACK 
For jetting some stock and all
performance engines. – Includes 
1 each intermediate jets (.0295",
.031", .032", .033") and 1 each
main jets (.072", .074", .076",
.078", .080", .082", .084").
.............................................11-7271

MASTER JET PACK 
For jetting all Super B, E, and G
equipped engines. – Includes 1
each intermediate jets (.025",
.0265", .028", .0295", .031", .032",
.033") and 1 each main jets (.062",
.064", .066", .068", .070", .072",
.074", .076", .078", .080", .082",
.084").
.............................................11-7272

RIDERS & TUNERS
It is often difficult to know
exactly what jetting combination
is best for a particular engine
without actually trying it.  That is
why S&S offers jet packs with a
range of jets that gives the tuner
the flexibility to try different
jetting combinations to achieve
the best performance.  

For even more jetting options
S&S offers high range, low
range, and master jet packs for
the professional tuner.

Series #72
Main Jets
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THE S&S TEARDROP AIR CLEANER

AIR CLEANER SELECTION CHART
S&S L,

Model Year H-D Tillostson Super B Super E & G Super D
Bendix, Keihin

1966-'84 Shovelhead (with 5-gallon tanks) 17-0199 17-0099 17-0440 17-0198

1966-'84 Shovelhead 17-0199 17-0099 17-0400 17-0198

The S&S teardrop air cleaner is one of the most recognizable
shapes in the industry. This is testimony to its distinctive
good looks and outstanding performance features–features
like the uniquely designed backplate with air horn style
radiused entryway and the dimpled cover with air directional
cone on the inside. Both features help maximize air flow by
giving intake air an efficient, easy path to follow into the
carburetor. And the beauty of it all is that the S&S teardrop
air cleaner is also available to fit stock Tillostson, Bendix and
Keihin butterfly, CV carbs, or any carb with the same air
cleaner mounting bolt pattern. 

THE IMPROVED AIR FLOW OF THE S&S AIR CLEANER...

has resulted in an increase of two to five horsepower in S&S
test bikes. This kit is especially recommended if performance
cams and exhaust system have been installed. Reduced
restriction of airflow may require that stock carburetor be
rejetted or recalibration of the fuel injection system to
maintain the correct fuel air mixture. 
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This is a picture of the bike my son and I built. It's a S&S 88 Big
Bore Shovel with dual plug heads, S&S internals, S&S billet oil
pump, single fire ignition, Andrews 6 cam, Crane valve train and
I changed my S&S Super B to a S&S Super E. After I put this carb
on WOW did it ever wake up that motor. Even when I phoned
your tech line, the help I received was invaluable. They asked me
the kind of bike, size of engine, kick or not and basically what I
wanted to do with the bike on a performance level. This carb is
great, starting is very easy usually about 2-3 kicks cold and always
one when it's warmed up – man that has saved my old leg alot of
work, not like the old B.

The best father and son project we've ever done.

Thanks for great products, now I've got to build another bigger
one, using your great engine stuff.

Take care

LJ

"This is the engine that we put together with your great parts.  The only way to fly is on a Shovel with S&S goodies. I just can’t wait to go
bigger if this is what an 88 will do, I wonder what about 103?"                                                        – John Vasilantonakis (LJ) with son Chris 

S&S Teardrop air cleaner kits provide the good looks
and improved performance of the S&S design to riders
using stock carburetors.
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DID YOU KNOW?
Company founder

George Smith Sr. was a
very determined person.
During World War II, he

wasn't about to let a
weak eye stop him from
joining the Air Force and

becoming a pilot.
Determination and

initiative prevailed, as he
memorized the eye exam

charts, passed the eye
exam, and eventually

become a fighter pilot.

NEW!  LIMITED EDITION...
NOSTALGIC "S&S CYCLE" AIR CLEANER COVERS

S&S announces special limited edition old style air
cleaner covers for Super B and for Super Shorty E & G
carburetors.  These polished covers are faithful
reproductions of the original sand cast S&S Cycle air
cleaner covers with raised letters that say "S&S Cycle"
instead of the modern "S&S Super".  Sure to bring back
memories of the days when S&S L-series and Super B
carbs were the hottest thing on the road.  There is a
cover to fit Super B style air cleaners and another version
that fits all Super E and G air cleaners.  Perfect for an old
school chopper!

NOTE: Super B and Super E & G air cleaner covers are not
interchangeable.  They each have a unique bolt pattern.

NOSTALGIC S&S CYCLE AIR CLEANER COVERS
(RAISED LETTERS) LIMITED EDITION
Polished, Super B, .............................................17-0070

Polished, Super E & G, ......................................17-0071 Available through S&S Dealers only !
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Air Cleaners

Made in America.  Three words that speak volumes about a product and its buyer.  The heavyweight motorcycle cruiser
phenomenon has its roots and its home right here in this great country.  The passion and fulfillment it offers have been
exported and copied by all and sundry but the genuine motorcycle cruising experience is still American at its heart.  

Something special for the world's most famous V-Twin carburetor!

There are only a handful of companies that have been around long
enough to claim to have helped shape the industry and lifestyle that
is so popular around the world today.  One, of course makes
motorcycles in Milwaukee.  Another is S&S Cycle, Inc.  

Founded in 1958, S&S has been building high performance engines
and engine components for the heavyweight cruiser market
without interruption for over 45 years.  Quality, performance, and
dependability are the values that S&S is famous for and the
legendary S&S Teardrop air cleaner cover is a symbol to all that its
owner feels the same way we do, second best is not good enough.  

To celebrate the rich heritage of S&S and its place in the American
motorcycle industry, we are offering this "Patriot" version of the
famous Teardrop air cleaner cover.  An American flag on an
American carburetor on an American motorcycle. 

Patriot Air Cleaner Cover .......................17-0385

Desperado Cleaner Cover ......................17-0004

S&S® "PATRIOT" FLAG AIR CLEANER COVER

S&S "DESPERADO" AIR CLEANER COVER

A second design, the "Desperado", is also available for Super E & G
carburetors.  The Desperado had its beginnings in much more
down-to-earth circumstances.  While developing the Super
Sidewinder® Plus series of engines we found that their increased
performance called for a better breathing intake  tract and of
course the air cleaner cover is the first part in that tract.  During
dyno testing, a 1-2 horsepower gain was realized and, as with the
Patriot air cleaner cover, it does not require any jetting changes to
a properly jetted carburetor.  Good looks and better performance.

NOTE: 

Patriot and Desperado air cleaner covers are available for S&S Super E & Super G "Shorty" carburetors only.

IMPORTANT INFORMATION
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S&S AIR FILTER & ADAPTER KIT

For S&S Super E and G Carburetors ...........17-0045

Replacement Filter ......................................17-0055

With larger and larger street engines becoming more
common, S&S has developed a high flow air filter kit
for Super E and G carburetors.  The new S&S high
flow filter is 1" wider than our standard filter and
features a low restriction, pre-oiled filter element.
The low restriction element, combined with the
larger surface area provided by the 1" filter wider,
adds an airflow increase of up to 37% percent over
our standard filter - the ultimate free breathing set-
up for your engine! The filter and filter adapters
extend the Teardrop housing out 1". The resulting
band of exposed filter peeking out from under the
Teardrop imparts a high performance street racer
look. Kit installs in minutes, no permanent
modifications required. 

S&S® HIGH FLOW AIR FILTER AND ADAPTER KIT

NOTE:  Not for use with S&S Super B or Super D
carburetors, or Super E & G Kits for Buell® motorcycle.

HIGH-FLOW FILTER WITH HIGH 
PERFORMANCE LOOKS.
Extended filter kit provides maximum airflow for air
hungry engines. This free breathing set-up looks like
it just came from the track. Easy to install, kit is one
inch wider than our standard teardrop filter, and
features premium filter media. Includes filter and
three plated steel air cleaner extensions.

HIGH FLOW FILTER KIT CONTAINS: 

(1) High flow filter for S&S Super E or G Teardrop
air cleaner. (One inch wider than the standard
S&S filter.)

(3) 1" Tall plated steel filter adapters.
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Throttle Cables

S&S® TWO CABLE THROTTLE ASSEMBLIES

S&S® THROTTLE CABLE APPLICATION CHART 

Application Fastening Length Length Part No. Part No.
Method Total Housing Vinyl Housing Open Side Close Side

FX and FL models 1985 and earlier** Threaded 36" 32" 19-0432 19-0433
Sportster®, Buell® and Big Twin models 1995 and earlier**

To 1995 Softail® (FXSTC, FXST, FLSTC, FLSTF)
Threaded 39" 35" 19-0434 19-04351986-'94 FXR, 1993-'95 Dyna

To 1995 All FLT models Threaded 48" 44" 19-0462 19-0463

To 1995 custom application Threaded 42" 38" 19-0446 19-0447

*   1998 and later required H-D® throttle assembly #71831-96
** 1980 and earlier must be converted to dual cable throttle assembly.

S&S two cable throttle assemblies are high quality "pull
open – pull close" type throttles designed for use on any two
cable carburetor installations on bikes with 1" O.D.
handlebars. A special soft plastic material used to mold the
grips makes them look and feel exactly like stock grips.
There are four different assemblies available to make
installation on most chassis easy.

TWO CABLE THROTTLE REQUIRED
S&S Super E and G carburetors require the use of a two cable,
pull open–pull closed throttle assembly. Any chassis including
1980 and earlier stock models equipped with a single cable
throttle mechanism requires conversion to a two cable, pull
open–pull closed type. S&S offers high quality two cable
throttle assemblies for this purpose. Stock big twin models from
1981 to present have a two cable throttle and should not
require changing. Super E and G Carb kits for 1990 and later
models come with the new longer throttle cable guide bracket
which allows the use of the stock CV style throttle cables.
However, the longer throttle cable guide bracket can not be
used on 1987-'03 Sportster® chassis due to clearance problems.
Therefore, Sportster models 1987-'03 originally fitted with a
constant velocity (CV) carb require conversion to butterfly style
throttle cables to work with the S&S butterfly type carburetor.
S&S Super E carb kits for 2004-'05 Sportster models are
designed to accept the stock throttle cables. 

NOTE: 
The chart on this page is used only when
using throttle cable bracket 11-2339. This
bracket is standard on all S&S Super E & G
carburetor kits for big twins 1989 and
earlier and all kits for Sportster models
with the exception of the kit for 2004-'05
models. Carburetor kits for 1990 and
later big twin models come with the
longer cable bracket 11-2338 for use with
stock CV throttle cables. Super E and G
carburetors ordered for big twin models
1981 and later are being shipped with
the correct throttle cable bracket to fit
the stock cables. big twin carbs that are
not year specific will be shipped with
both cable brackets.  All Sportster models
1988-'03 will still require conversion to
butterfly style cables. 
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DID YOU KNOW?
Company founder

George Smith Sr. was a
very determined person.
During World War II, he

wasn't about to let a
weak eye stop him from
joining the Air Force and

becoming a pilot.
Determination and

initiative prevailed, as he
memorized the eye exam

charts, passed the eye
exam, and eventually

become a fighter pilot.

S&S® THROTTLE CABLE ASSEMBLIES

EARLY STOCK STYLE TWO-CABLE THROTTLE ASSEMBLIES

UNIVERSAL THROTTLE ASSEMBLY
This throttle assembly is used with early style S&S
carburetors including Early Style, L Series, Super B, Super
D, and TWO-THROAT.  Can also be used with any other
carburetor which uses a screw clamp style throttle arm.
Threads on both cables are the same size so cables are
interchangeable. One end of each cable has a molded
ball end, and the other end is plain. Cable can be cut to
length required.  Fits 1" diameter handlebars.

Universal 48" Throttle Assembly............................19-0229

Universal Replacement Throttle Cable ..................19-0224

19-0448

19-0229

These throttle assemblies are designed to update
1981 and earlier chassis with 1" diameter handlebars
for S&S Super E and G carbs or any other butterfly
type carburetors with 1981-up stock style throttle
linkage. Cables are not interchangeable since they
are specifically designed for opening or closing side
of throttle. Kit contains throttle grips and both
throttle cables. Select kit with cable length desired.
Cable measurement is from throttle grip to end of
cable housing, barrel fittings are molded in place.

Throttle Assembly with 36" Cables .................19-0450

Throttle Assembly with 39" Cables .................19-0448

Throttle Assembly with 42" Cables .................19-0482

Throttle Assembly with 48" Cables .................19-0449
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Pushrods

S&S® QUICKEE PUSHRODS FOR SHOVELHEAD STYLE ENGINES

S&S developed a pushrod with a new type of adjuster for use with
S&S Shovelhead style tappet guides.  This was such a cool idea
that we've also made it available for Evolution® and Twin Cam
style engines.  The threaded adjuster screws into the pushrod
until the threads disengage and the adjuster simply slides into the
pushrod making installation or removal a snap.  Once the pushrod
is installed and adjusted, the locknut prevents the adjuster from
moving.  The ball ends of the pushrods are drilled in all versions
except those for use with stock Shovelhead style rocker arms so
that oil can flow through the pushrod.  This is the stock oiling
system for Evolutions and Twin Cams, but this allows Shovelhead
engines to be set up with 1984 and later style top end oiling, via
the pushrods, provided S&S Shovel style tappet guides and roller
rocker arms are also used.  See page 30 for more information on
S&S Shovelhead style tappet guides and page 38 for more
information on S&S roller rocker arms.

S&S
Exclusive

 
US Patent

Pending

Quickee Pushrods

NOTE:
S&S Quickee pushrods are not compatible with
stock or aftermarket Shovelhead hydraulic
tappets or most solid style tappets.N
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S&S® QUICKEE PUSHRODS

Application Displacement Part Number

1969-'84 Shovelhead* (S&S Rocker Arms) 74"- 103" 93-5123

1969-'84 Shovelhead (Stock Rocker Arms) 74"- 103" 93-5134

Special Order Specify 93-5135

* With S&S tappets, tappet guides, and Evolution® style camshaft.

S&S® HYDRAULIC LIFTER LIMITED TRAVEL SPACER (HL2T) 
FITS  S&S STYLE SHOVELHEAD ENGINES WITH EVOLUTION STYLE TAPPETS
The S&S HL2T spacer is designed to limit the range of travel of the hydraulic tappet plunger in Twin Cam, Evolution Big Twin and
Sportster style engines, and now Shovelhead style engines equipped with S&S tappet guides. They are strongly recommended for
engines equipped with stronger valve springs and aggressive cam profiles. 

When operated at high rpm, tappets have a difficult time following the cam lobes and,
therefore may not deliver the intended cam timing. Hydraulic tappets have a tendency
to partially collapse making this situation much worse. HL2T spacers do not allow the
tappets to collapse so high rpm performance is comparable to that of solid tappets.
Another benefit of limiting tappet plunger movement is easier starting. When an engine
is not running, the hydraulic tappets tend to bleed down. The effect of this is higher
cranking compression when restarting the engine. Some high compression, large
displacement engines may become very difficult if not impossible to start. With the HL2T
spacer installed, the collapsing effect is minimized and both high rpm performance and
starting are improved. Under normal conditions normal hydraulic function and the
benefits of a hydraulic tappet, minimal noise and maintenance, are retained. 

NOTES:

■■ S&S HL2T kit will not fit the late stock Evolution style replacement tappets 
H-D#18523-86B which have a smaller bore size and a larger spring diameter
than earlier versions.

■■ To obtain proper plunger position adjustable pushrods must be used with the HL2T kit.N
O

T
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Fits stock H-D® 1984-'85 Big Twin
and Evolution style S&S tappets.
Set of Four....................33-5338
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S&S® HYDRAULIC TAPPET UPDATE KITS 
FOR SHOVELHEAD ENGINES

BRINGING THE SHOVELHEAD ENGINE 
INTO THE 21ST CENTURY!
It started out as a fairly straight forward effort to
complete our S&S Shovelhead style engines. Stock
rocker boxes were getting hard to find, and our
customers were asking for something better than
the current aftermarket offerings.  That's how it
started...  When we took a serious look at the
rocker box problem it became apparent that we
needed to address a number of other Shovelhead
valve train design and supply issues at the same
time in order to "improve the mouse trap".
Starting at the bottom and moving up, we
developed new designs for tappet guides and
hydraulic lifters, improved adjustable pushrods,
high performance roller rocker arms, and of course
the new billet rocker boxes.  These components
were designed to function together as the ultimate
hydraulic tappet upgrade for Shovelhead engines,
but just as importantly they were designed to be
compatible with stock parts as well.

The S&S hydraulic tappet update kit contains S&S
tappets (Evolution® style), S&S billet shovelhead
style tappet guides, and a set of S&S Quickee
pushrods.  There are two kits available.  One kit has
pushrods with drilled ends that allow oiling of the
top end in Evolution style.  Use this kit if you are
using S&S roller rocker arms for shovelhead
engines.  The other kit contains Quickee pushrods
with solid ends which prevent oil from traveling
through the pushrods.  Use this kit if you are using
stock style shovelhead rocker arms and are oiling
the top end with stock style external oil lines.

S&S HYDRAULIC LIFTER UPDATE KIT 
FOR SHOVELHEAD STYLE ENGINES
S&S offers a complete kit to upgrade your Shovelhead
to modern hydraulic lifters.  The kit includes tappets,
tappet guides, gaskets, hardware, pushrod cover
keepers, and a set of Quickee pushrods.

For use with S&S roller rocker arms
.............................................................................33-5451

For use with stock Shovelhead style roller rocker arms
.............................................................................33-5452

S&S TAPPET GUIDES AND TAPPETS 
FOR SHOVELHEAD STYLE ENGINES

Replacement Tappet Guides

Set .................................................................33-5450

Front............................................................33-5450F

Rear.............................................................33-5450R

Replacement Tappets

Without HL2T Kit  (Set of four) ......................33-5352

With HL2T Kit  (Set of four)............................33-5353

TAPPET GUIDES AND TAPPETS 
FOR SHOVELHEAD STYLE ENGINES

■■ CNC machined from 6061-T6511 aluminum
billets and polished to a show finish.

■■ Evolution/Shovel hybrid style tappet guides.

■■ Uses readily available Evolution style hydraulic
tappets

■■ Corrected tappet bore geometry allows the
use of Evolution style camshafts.

■■ Compatible with stock Shovelhead style
pushrod covers.
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Pushrods

SPECIAL EVOLUTION® BIG TWIN STYLE CAMS 
FOR GENERATOR LOWER ENDS

Generator Evolution Style S&S Cams - Generator style versions of our regular 1984-'99
Evolution style grinds. Designed for our retrofit and specialty Evolution style engines
or any engine the requires an Evolution style cam in generator style crankcases.
These cams are used in  complete shovelhead style S&S engines.

See "Cam Specification Chart" above for overall cam timing information.  

S&S® GENERATOR EVOLUTION® STYLE CAMS

Year
Lift In Lift In Cam

Evolution® Heads Shovel Heads Only

S&S 502G Cam Only*† - 1984-’99 style for 1948-'69 cases .502 .463 33-5074
S&S 510G Cam Only*† - 1984-’99 style for 1948-'69 cases .510 .470 33-5134
S&S 561G Cam Only*† - 1984-’99 style for 1948-'69 cases .561 .517 33-5077
S&S 585G Cam Only*† - 1984-’99 style for 1948-'69 cases .585 .540 33-5131
S&S 600G Cam Only*† - 1984-’99 style for 1948-'69 cases .600 .554 33-5132
S&S 631G Cam Only*† - 1984-’99 style for 1948-'69 cases .631 .581 33-5078

* Denotes valve spring spacing required. † Denotes normal clearancing checks required.
NOTE: Shovel lift based on S&S 1.5:1 ratio rocker arms.

Shovelhead Style S&S Engines

S&S generator style cams are
used in the new generator and
alternator/generator shovelhead
style S&S engines.  shovelhead
style S&S cylinder heads can
accommodate cams with up to
.590" valve lift.  That translates
to about .640" lift in an
Evolution style camshaft due to
the differences in rocker arm
ratios between shovelhead and
Evolution style rocker arms.
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S&S® CAM SPECIFICATION CHART FOR 1984-'99 EVOLUTION® AND EVOLUTION BIG TWIN STYLE S&S ENGINES

Cam Camshaft Valve Timing§ Valve Duration Valve Lift @ TDC† Spring Tappet

Name Application Part Open/Close
Lift Spacing Type

Number Intake Exhaust Intake Exhaust Intake Exhaust Required Required

S&S Our best bolt in cam 33-5124 20°/38° 52°/20° 238° 252° .510" .187" .178" No Hydraulic
510V Engines to 96" up to 10:1 CR.

S&S Engines to 96" w/8.5 to 10:1 CR. 33-5073 0°/40° 50°/2° 220° 232° .520" .086" .094" Yes Hydraulic
520 Good low end/mid range.

S&S For 4" bore engines 33-5072 5°/55° 52°/5° 240° 237° .546" .126" .106" Yes Hydraulic
546 9.1:1 to 10:1:1 CR.

S&S Best cam for 80" to 96" engines 33-5076 32°/40° 50°/26° 252° 256° .560" .252" .210" Yes Hydraulic
561 9.5:1- 10.5:1 CR.

S&S 103"+ street/race cam for 11:1+ CR. 33-5057 32°/64° 64°/32° 276° 276° .560" .250" .220" Yes Solid or
563 Strong top end. Easy starting. Hydraulic

S&S 80"-96" engines 10:1-10.5:1 CR 33-5109 20°/45° 60°/20° 245° 260° .585" .186" .180" Yes Hydraulic
585V larger engines 9.5:1-10:1 CR

S&S 80"-96" engines 10.5:1-11:1 CR 33-5058 20°/55° 60°/20° 255° 260° .600" .192" .184" Yes Hydraulic
600 larger engines 10:1-10.5:1 CR

S&S For all high rpm engines 33-5080 34°/61° 66°/29° 275° 275° .630" .281" .221" Yes Solid or
631 11:1+ CR., 12:1+ for smaller engines Hydraulic

§ Timing designation is function of zero lash @ .053" off base circle.
† Lifts at TDC are measured at the valve and are for reference only. Overlap valve lifts must be checked on assembled motor. 

Minimum valve to valve clearance of .040" is recommended.

S&S TAPPET GUIDES FOR SHOVELHEAD ENGINES WERE DESIGNED 
TO BE USED WITH READILY AVAILABLE EVOLUTION STYLE TAPPETS AND CAMS. 
S&S tappet guides for shovelhead engines were designed to be used with readily available Evolution style tappets and cams.
There are many good Evolution style cams available that work very well for various displacement shovelhead engines.  Keep
in mind that although the timing specifications will remain unchanged, the actual valve lift will be about 8% less in a
shovelhead engine than in an Evolution engine, due to the difference in rocker ratio between shovelhead and Evolution style
rocker arms.
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S&S® CAMS FOR PANHEAD & SHOVELHEAD ENGINES

S&S 565S CAM
S&S 565S CAM REPLACES THE TIME HONORED 495!
For many years the S&S 495 cam was the one to use in a high
compression shovelhead engine.  It worked great for stock
heads that could not accommodate a lot of lift.  The 495 cam
helped set land speed records at Bonneville and was used in
countless high performance street engines.  But time marches
on and when we introduced our shovelhead style S&S heads
with valve springs that could accommodate more lift and with
ports that flowed well enough to take advantage higher lifts,
we knew that a new cam was needed.  It took a while to
develop a cam to replace an "institution" like the 495, but
here it is!  The new 565S cam for big inch, high compression
shovelhead engines is just the ticket for big, bad, shovelhead like
our 98" and 103" Sidewinder® Kits (See dyno chart).  Refer to the
Cam Specification Chart for overall cam timing specifications.

This dyno chart shows two runs on a 103"
shovelhead style S&S engine with an S&S Super
D carb and 2" drag pipes.  The lower set of
curves show the torque and horsepower with
the S&S 495 cam.  The upper curves show the
same bike with the new 565S cam.  Notice that
there is a significant increase in torque and
horsepower across the entire rpm range, with
the most impressive gains in the all important
mid range.  The dip in torque from 3000 to 4000
rpm is typical of the exhaust system used in this
test.

Dyno results from Dynojet® 150 Chassis
dynamometer at S&S Cycle’s Research and
Development facility in Viola, Wisconsin.

S&S® CAM SPECIFICATION CHART FOR 1948-’84 PANHEAD AND SHOVELHEAD STYLE ENGINES 

Model Camshaft Valve Timing1

Valve Duration Valve Lift @ TDC2 Spring Tappet3

Name Application Year Part Open/Close
Lift Spacing Type

Number Intake Exhaust Intake Exhaust Intake Exhaust Required Required

S&S Engines up to 88" with up to 8.5:1 CR
1948-'69 33-5062 .475" Pan .158" Pan .152" Pan No

1970-'77 33-5063 18°/38° 40°/18° 236° 238° Bolt In 4 Hydraulic
450S Good low and midrange torque

1978-'84 33-5064
.453" Shovel .151" Shovel .145" Shovel

S&S 80" to 96" engines with 8:1 - 9:1 CR
1948-'69 33-5050 .540" Pan .177" Pan .177" Pan
1970-'77 33-5051 23°/43° 43°/23° 246° 246° Yes Solid

514 Good mid range.
1978-84 33-5052

.514" Shovel .169" Shovel .169" Shovel

S&S 88" to 103" engines with 1948-'69 33-5059 .587" Pan .176" Pan .172" Pan
9:1 to 10.1:1 CR.  Strong power 1970-'77 33-5060 20°/55° 60°/20° 255° 260° Yes Solid

560S
throughout RPM range. 1978-'84 33-5061

.560" Shovel .168" Shovel .164"Shovel

S&S 98" to 103" engines with 1948-'69 33-5193 .593" Pan .195" Pan .183" Pan
10:1 to 12:1 CR.  Strong power 1970-'77 33-5194 25°/60° 65°/25° 265° 270° Yes Solid

565S
throughout RPM range. 1978-'84 33-5195

.565" Shovel .185" Shovel .175" Shovel

1 Timing designation is function of zero lash @ .053" off base circle
2 TDC lifts are measured at the valve and are for reference only. Overlap valve lifts must be checked on assembled motor. 

Minimum valve to valve clearance of .040" is recommended.
3 Cams specified for solid tappets may be used with modern high performance shovelhead style hydraulic tappets with Evolution® style hydraulic

mechanism. Stock hydraulic tappets are not recommended. 1980-'81 engines require conversion to late style valve guides.

Pictured:  S&S 565S Camshaft for 1978-'84
Shovelhead style engines.         33-5195
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Pushrods

S&S 450S CAM...  
BOLT-IN CAM FOR 
STOCK DISPLACEMENT SHOVELHEAD ENGINES!  

A bolt in hydraulic cam for 74" and 80" shovelhead
engines 1966-'79 and 1982-'84. (Can be used in 1981-'82
models if cylinder heads are updated to late style valve
guides.)  The 450S can also be used as a low end torque
cam in modified shovelhead engines up to 88" with
compression ratios of up to 8.5:1.  Although designed
for use with hydraulic tappets, the S&S 450S can be used
with solid lifters.  Use with solids will result in more
valve train noise, slightly higher cylinder pressure, and
slightly more torque.

S&S 514 CAM
FOR 84" TO 93" STROKERS 

with no greater than 9:1 CR – best gains occur in the
mid range from 2500 to 5000 rpm where most riding
is done - relatively quiet and easier on the valve train
than most other cams with lifts as high.  Solid lifters
or aftermarket hydraulic tappets are recommended,
valve spring spacing and other normal clearancing
checks required.  See "Camshaft Specification Chart"
for overall cam timing information.

S&S 560S CAM 
FOR 88" TO 103" ENGINES 

between 9:1 and 10:1 CR – Excellent power across the
rpm range.  Not recommended for stock displacement
engines, or engines with inadequate compression.
Smaller engines can use slightly higher compression
than larger displacement engines with this cam.
Requires high lift valve springs and normal clearance
checks. See "Camshaft Specification Chart" for overall
cam timing information.

CONTINUED...
S&S® Cams for Panhead and Shovelhead Engines – 1948-'84

The 450S is a great bolt-in street cam for 74" and 80" shovelhead
engines.  This dyno chart compares the S&S 450S to one of the all time
favorites, the Andrews® A grind cam in an 80" shovelhead.  Note that
the maximum horsepower is almost identical, but the S&S 450S yields
about 5 ft/lb more midrange torque.

Dyno results from Dynojet® 150 Chassis dynamometer at S&S Cycle’s
Research and Development facility in Viola, Wisconsin.
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SOLID LIFTER CONVERSION KIT
FITS 1966-'84 SHOVELHEAD ENGINE – 74" & 80" –  WITH ADJUSTABLE LIFTER

93-5068

PUSHROD SELECTION CHART
1966-'84 SHOVELHEAD STYLE
Non-Adjustable Pushrods w/Adapters

Includes adapters for converting 1953-'84 
style hydraulic lifters to adjustable solids.

Adjuster screw in the lifter adapters.

Part No. Cylinder Length

93-5068 5.330" (Stock)

93-5062 Special Order

Converts stock hydraulic lifter to 1948-'52 style adjustable solid lifter.
Includes all parts needed for converting to solid lifters: four non-
adjustable steel pushrods and four adjustable lifter inserts to replace
the stock hydraulic units.

SOLID LIFTER CONVERSION KIT
FITS 1966-'84  SHOVELHEAD ENGINE – 74" & 80" –  ADJUSTABLE PUSHROD

S&S makes two different styles of solid lifter conversion kits for shovelhead engines. The first style includes adjustable
pushrods and solid lifter conversion cup inserts which replace the stock hydraulic units in the tappets and convert them
to solid non-adjustable style. The second style of conversion kit uses solid non-adjustable pushrods and adjustable solid
lifter inserts that replace the hydraulic units.

NOTE: If using S&S tappet guides for shovelhead engines, see S&S Quickee pushrods on page 5-27

Converts stock hydraulic lifters to solid, non-adjustable lifters.
Includes all parts needed for converting to solid lifters: four
adjustable steel pushrods and four non-adjustable lifter inserts that
replace the stock hydraulic units.

S&S® PUSHROD KITS FOR SHOVELHEAD ENGINES

93-5067

PUSHROD SELECTION CHART
1966-'84 SHOVELHEAD

Adjustable Pushrods w/Adapters
Includes adapters for converting 1953-'84

style hydraulic lifters to non-adjustable solids.

Part No. Cylinder Length

93-5067 5.330" (Stock)
93-5014 5.405" (+ 1⁄16")

93-5080 5.468" (+ 1⁄8")

93-5015 5.530" (+ 3⁄16")

93-5016 5.630" (+ 5⁄16")

93-5063 Special Order
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S&S® PUSHROD KITS FOR SHOVELHEAD ENGINES

93-5069

STOCK REPLACEMENT HYDRAULIC PUSHROD KIT
FITS 1966–'84 SHOVELHEAD ENGINE –  74" & 80" WITH HYDRAULIC LIFTER 

93-5070

Requires 1948-'52 style adjustable lifters. Includes four non-adjustable steel
pushrods. (Pushrods are identical to those used in kit 93-5068.) 

Recommended for all shovelhead and shovelhead top/panhead bottom style
engines with 1948-'52 style lifters.

PUSHROD SELECTION CHART
1966-'84 SHOVELHEAD STYLE

Non-Adjustable Pushrods Only
Pushrods for use with 1948-'52 

stock style solid adjustable lifters.

Part No. Cylinder Length

93-5069 5.330" (Stock)

93-5026 Special Order

PUSHROD SELECTION CHART
1966-'84 SHOVELHEAD STYLE

Adjustable Pushrod Kits
Adjustable pushrod kits for hydraulic lifters.

Stock replacements for 1966-'84.

Part No. Cylinder Length

93-5070 5.330" (Stock)

93-5071 Special Order

S&S makes two different styles of solid lifter conversion kits for shovelhead style engines. The first style includes
adjustable Evolution® style pushrods and solid lifter conversion cup inserts which replace the stock hydraulic units in the
tappets and convert them to solid non-adjustable style. The second style of conversion kit uses solid non-adjustable
pushrods and adjustable solid lifter inserts that replace the hydraulic units.

NOTE: If using S&S tappet guides for shovelhead engines, see S&S Quickee pushrods on page 5-27

SOLID LIFTER PUSHROD KIT
FITS 1966–'84 SHOVELHEAD ENGINE WITH 1948–'52 LIFTERS  –  74" & 80" 

Includes four adjustable steel pushrods. Stock adjusting screws (not included)
must be used in these pushrods.  NOTE: H-D® part number shown for
reference only.  (H-D#17904-66)
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SOLID LIFTER PUSHROD KIT – FITS 1948-'52 PANHEAD ENGINE – 61" & 74"
93-5029

Converts stock 1948-'52 valve train to solid lifter operation by replacing stock pushrods,
which contain built in hydraulic units, with solid non-adjustable S&S pushrods. Requires
stock 1948-'52 style adjustable lifters. Includes four non-adjustable steel pushrods.
(Pushrods are identical to those used in kit 93-5058. – See below.) 

HYDRAULIC PUSHROD KIT
FITS 1953–'65 PANHEAD ENGINE – STOCK REPLACEMENT  

Includes four adjustable pushrods. Stock pushrod adjusting screws (not included) must be
used with these pushrods.  NOTE: H-D® part number shown for reference only.  (H-D#17905-53) 

93-5058

Converts valve train to solid lifter
operation. Includes all parts needed
for conversion: four non-adjustable
steel pushrods and four adjustable
lifter inserts to replace the stock
hydraulic units.

SOLID LIFTER CONVERSION KIT – FITS 1953–'65 PANHEAD ENGINE

S&S® PUSHROD KITS FOR PANHEAD ENGINES

PUSHROD SELECTION CHART
1948-'52 PANHEAD STYLE

Pushrods Only
Solid lifter conversion pushrods

for 1948-'52 stock adjustable lifters.

Part No. Cylinder Length

93-5029 5.205" (Stock 61")

93-5059 5.330" (Stock 74")

93-5027 Special Order

PUSHROD SELECTION CHART
1953-'65 PANHEAD STYLE
Stock Replacement Pushrod Kits

Adjustable pushrod kits for hydraulic lifters.

Part No. Cylinder Length

93-5091 5.330" (Stock  74")

93-5092 Special Order

PUSHROD SELECTION CHART
1948-'65 PANHEAD STYLE

Pushrods w/Adapters
Includes adapters for converting 1953-'65
style hydraulic lifters to adjustable solids.

Part No. Cylinder Length
93-5081 5.205" (Stock 61")
93-5058 5.330" (Stock 74")
93-5082 5.405" (+ 1⁄16")
93-5083 5.468" (+ 1⁄8")
93-5084 5.530" (+ 3⁄16")
93-5028 Special Order

NOTE:  
Some aftermarket 1948-'52 style
lifters are shorter than stock and
may require longer than stock
pushrods.N

O
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93-5091

NOTE:
Must use original adjusting screw.
(This screw is not supplied).

N
O
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DID YOU KNOW?
The first product that S&S
Cycle offered in 1958 was
a solid lifter conversion
kit that featured light

weight aluminum
pushrods!

93-5041

SOLID LIFTER PUSHROD KIT – FITS 1936–'47 KNUCKLEHEAD ENGINES – 61" & 74"

S&S® PUSHROD KITS FOR KNUCKLEHEAD ENGINES

PUSHROD SELECTION CHART
1936-'47 KNUCKLEHEAD STYLE

Non-Adjustable Pushrod Kits

Part No. Cylinder Length

93-5041 5.405" (Stock 61")

93-5044 5.530" (Stock 74")

93-5045 Special Order

Requires stock-style adjustable tappets. Includes four steel
non-adjustable pushrods.  
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S&S® SUPER STOCK® CYLINDER HEADS 
FOR 1966-'84 SHOVELHEAD ENGINES

Super Stock replacement heads for 1966 to 1984 shovelhead
engines maintain a stock appearance for restoration purposes
but offer improved port shapes for riders interested in more
performance. 

OVERALL CONSTRUCTION
As with other S&S heads, our CNC machining maintains
dimensional accuracy and reduces cost.  This allows us to
offer the finest possible parts at a reasonable price.

While stock heads use studs to attach the rocker box
assemblies, S&S heads utilize 5⁄16"-18 hex-head bolts.
Rocker cover bolts are included with each complete
Shovel-style head kit. Otherwise, S&S heads accept all
stock-style components.

PORTS AND COMBUSTION CHAMBER
Intake and exhaust ports are in the stock locations and are the
same size as stock. Stock intake manifolds and exhaust pipes
are easily installed with no modification required. Heads are
available for both the 1966-'78 o-ring and 1979-'84 rubber
band-type manifolds.  Since S&S heads are compatible with
stock manifolds, special manifolds are not required except for
engines with taller than stock cylinders.

S&S intake ports feature a directional vane to route the
incoming fuel-air mixture around the valve guide and valve
stem for improved performance. At 1.940", intake valves are
the same diameter as stock, but exhaust valve diameter
(1.720") has been reduced by .030" to improve valve to valve
clearance for cams with high TDC lifts and to improve flow. A
stock-like hemispherical combustion chamber is compatible
with all standard shovelhead style pistons.

VALVE TRAIN COMPONENTS
Valve train components used in S&S cylinder heads for
shovelhead engines are specifically selected for durability
under contemporary, real-life conditions. They are compatible
with present unleaded fuels. Valve springs can handle .590"
total lift.  Heads are machined to accept cams with TDC lifts of
.210" on both valves. 

SIMPLE INSTALLATION
Because S&S cylinder heads for shovelhead engines
have stock dimensions, they readily bolt on with a
stock-like fit with no clearance problems with frames
and standard shovelheadexhausts. Complete kits
include all gaskets required for installation except
intake manifold seals. 

COMPLETE ASSEMBLIES
S&S cylinder heads for Shovels are sold complete,
assembled with premium components. Installed parts
include valve seats, guides, seals, valves, valve springs,
collars, and keepers. Complete kits also include rocker
cover gaskets, head and base gaskets, all required
hardware, and instructions. 

Pictured:  Complete cylinder head kits for
shovelhead engines include all required
gaskets and hardware.
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Cylinder Heads

S&S® CYLINDER HEADS FOR SHOVELHEAD ENGINES
Complete w/Valves & .590" Springs  –  Assembled Bare w/o Valves & Springs

Aluminum Finish Black Powdercoat Finish Aluminum Finish Black Powdercoat Finish

Engine Year Bore Set Front Rear Set Front Rear Set Set
& Type Part No. Part No. Part No. Part No. Part No. Part No. Part No. Part No.

1966-'78 Stock 90-1496 90-1496F 90-1496R 90-1596 90-1596F 90-1596R 90-1492 90-1592

O-ring 35⁄8" 90-1497 90-1497F 90-1497R 90-1597 90-1597F 90-1597R 90-1493 90-1593

1979-'84 Stock 90-1498 90-1498F 90-1498R 90-1598 90-1598F 90-1598R 90-1494 90-1594

Band 35⁄8" 90-1499 90-1499F 90-1499R 90-1599 90-1599F 90-1599R 90-1495 90-1595

Special Order 90-1490 90-1400

OPTIONS FOR SPECIAL ORDER
Cylinder heads for shovelhead engines are available from S&S in
black powdercoat as well as natural cast aluminum finish.
Machining for dual spark plugs and/or external oil return lines is
available at an extremely reasonable cost. Both of these options are
normally associated with large-displacement, high-performance,
competition engines. However, dual spark plugs are often used in
street engines to control detonation or knock, and external oil
returns are not uncommon on high performance shovelhead street
engines. External oil returns are used to redirect return oil from the
cylinder heads so that it does not drain into the flywheel cavity in
the stock manner. This is intended to reduce drag on the flywheels
at high rpm.  These options are available by special order only.

SPECIAL REPLACEMENT CYLINDER HEADS 
FOR S&S 93 HC SHOVELHEAD STYLE ENGINE
O-ring style 3 5⁄8" dual plugged – internal oil return

Set .....................................................................90-1491

Set without valves and springs .......................90-1489

Pictured:  S&S cylinder heads for shovelhead
engines are available with natural aluminum
or black powdercoat finish. 

CONTINUED...
S&S® Super Stock® Cylinder Heads for 1966-'84 Shovelhead Engines

1958 PANHEAD
The riding season is pretty short in northern
Minnesota, so  is stands to reason that if you
can go faster you can get more riding in.
Maybe that's why the owner of this choice
1958 FLH installed an S&S 84" stroker kit and
an S&S Super E carburetor.  Gotta' get to
town before the snow flies!
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90-2063

.590" LIFT TRIPLE VALVE SPRING KIT – 
1948-'84 PANHEAD AND SHOVELHEAD ENGINES

S&S® HIGH-PERFORMANCE VALVE SPRING KITS 
FOR PANHEAD & SHOVELHEAD ENGINES

1948-Early '81 – For up to .590" lift.

Kit w/steel top collars ..........90-2060

Kit w/titanium top collars ...90-2061 

.550" LIFT DOUBLE VALVE SPRING KIT –
1948-1984 PANHEAD AND SHOVELHEAD ENGINES

For 1948-'84 big twin with up to .550" lift. Includes 4 inner springs, 4 outer springs, and 4
aluminum top collars. Use with stock-style bottom collar, valve guides, valves with stock 3⁄8"
stem, and stock keepers. Compatible with thin-stem valves if thicker keepers that maintain
correct valve stem-top collar engagement are used.  Late single bottom collars are available
for use in shovelhead style S&S heads and stock late 1981-'85 shovelhead heads.

1948-'84 Big Twin for up to .550" Lift ........................90-2053

Bottom Collars – Late 1981-'85 ...................................90-2038   NOTE: 
Panhead engines usually
require clearancing between
rocker cover and top collar. N
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For 1948-'84 BT with up to .590" lift. Includes 4 top collars, 4 bottom collars, 4 each
outer, middle, and inner springs, shims, and 8 keepers. Use with stock valve guides,
stock valves with 3⁄8" stem, and stock keepers. Compatible with thin-stem valves if
thicker keepers that maintain correct valve stem-top collar engagement are used.

NOTE: 

■■ .590" kit is year-group specific because of different bottom collars supplied with early and late kits. S&S heads
require late 1981-'84 style kit 90-2063 or 90-2064. 

■■ When ordering replacement valve springs for shovelhead style S&S heads, order the 1981-'84 style #90-2063 or
#90-2064 kits.N

O
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Late 1981-'84 and All S&S Cylinder Heads
For up to .590" lift.

Kit w/steel top collars..............90-2063

Kit w/titanium top collars .......90-2064
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Rocker Arms

S&S® ROLLER ROCKER ARMS FOR 1966-'84 SHOVELHEAD ENGINES

The new S&S roller rocker arms for shovelhead engines borrow some
features of the S&S rocker arms for Evolution® and twin cam style
engines.  Like our Evolution style rockers, the S&S shovelhead style
rocker arms are machined from 4140 steel forgings and heat treated for
maximum strength.  The forgings are designed to eliminate stress points
and provide the strongest, most durable rocker arm possible. These
shovelhead style roller rocker arms also feature the exclusive .750" long
S&S rocker arm bushings.   The S&S bushings provide 50% more load
bearing surface than stock .500" bushings.  The final special feature is an
oil passage from the pushrod cup of the rocker arm to the inside of the
rocker arm body that allows top end oiling through the pushrods when
used in conjunction with S&S tappet guides and pushrods.  Oiling can
also be done through the stock shovelhead oiling system.

S&S ROCKER ARMS FOR SHOVELHEAD ENGINES

Set - Includes two each front and rear rocker arms.....90-4320

Front exhaust or rear intake ..........................................90-4320F

Rear exhaust or front intake..........................................90-4320R

REPLACEMENT S&S ROCKER ARM SHAFTS 
Set of four .......................................................................90-4351
(For use with S&S shovelhead style rocker boxes only.)

S&S ROLLER ROCKER ARMS 
FOR SHOVELHEAD ENGINES

■■ Forged from 4140 steel heat treated
and shot peened for maximum
strength.

■■ Roller tip reduces side thrusting on
valve stem in high lift applications
.750" long bushings provide 50%
more load bearing area than stock
style rocker arms.

■■ Can be oiled through pushrods when
used with S&S tappet guides and
pushrods for shovelhead engines.

■■ 1.5:1 rocker ratio.

■■ Compatible with stock or S&S billet
rocker boxes.

S&S roller rocker arms for shovelhead engines have a nominal
rocker ratio of 1.5:1, and high precision CNC machining insures
that this ratio will be consistent in all parts.  Our experience has
shown that the actual rocker ratio of stock and aftermarket
shovelhead style  rocker arms can vary widely.  Some are less
than the nominal stock 1.43:1 ratio and some are more.  

The roller tip reduces valve tip wear and side loading of the valve
stem in high lift applications. S&S roller rocker arms are
compatible with S&S billet and  stock shovelhead rocker boxes.
Some clearancing may be required when using stock rocker
boxes.
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S&S
Exclusive

 
US Patent

Pending

Rocker Boxes

S&S ROCKER COVERS FOR SHOVELHEAD ENGINES

■■ CNC machined from 6061-T6511 aluminum billets and polished to a show finish.

■■ Two piece design allows removal and installation in some frames.

■■ Top and bottom are sealed with o-ring type seal for leak free operation.

■■ Can be used with stock style rocker arms or S&S roller rocker arms for shovelhead engines.

■■ Top end oil can be supplied through stock shovelhead oil fitting or through pushrods when used with S&S tappet
guides and pushrods.

■■ Exclusive S&S design uses strong economical straight rocker shafts.

■■ Clearanced for valve lifts of up to .590" with S&S roller rocker arms.

S&S® BILLET ROCKER COVERS FOR SHOVELHEAD ENGINES

Just the fact that the S&S polished billet rocker covers for shovelhead
engines look so good may be reason enough to put them on your
bike, but the beauty is not just skin deep.  The well thought out design
offers a number of advantages over conventional cast rocker boxes.
Machined from billets of 356 aluminum on modern CNC machining
centers, these rocker boxes provide the ultimate in dimensional
accuracy and stability.  The top and bottom sections of the covers are
sealed with an o-ring type seal that insures leak free operation.
Rocker shafts used in the S&S rocker boxes are a strong and
economical straight design.  Anyone who has had to replace a set of
stock shovelhead rocker shafts can tell you that this will save you
money when it comes time to rebuild the top end.

S&S ROCKER COVERS 
FOR SHOVELHEAD ENGINES
Set
Includes front & rear rocker boxes with rocker shafts.
....................................................................................90-4305

Pictured: Functional advantages aside,
the S&S billet rocker covers for Shovels
just plain look great!
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Crankcases

S&S® SUPER STOCK® ALTERNATOR STYLE CRANKCASES FOR SHOVELHEAD ENGINES
Crankcase  Style Finish Stock Bore 35⁄8" Bore 35⁄8" Bore (Small Diameter) 313⁄16" Bore Special Order Notes

1970-'84 Shovel Natural 31-0003 31-0004 31-0071 31-0030 31-0002 1,2,3

NOTES:   1.  1981-'84 style oil pump.           2.  Includes primary scavenge port machining.            3.  Machined for 1970 & later alloy primary.

S&S SUPER STOCK CRANKCASES FOR 
1970-'84 SHOVELHEAD ENGINES
S&S crankcases for shovelhead engines are available
machined for stock bore, 35⁄8" bore, and 313⁄16" bore
cylinders, and accept 1981-'84 style oil pumps.
Machined for stock primary oil return.  Available only
in natural aluminum finish.

S&S® SUPER STOCK® ALTERNATOR STYLE CRANKCASES 
FOR SHOVELHEAD ENGINES

SPECIAL FEATURES: 

■■ All S&S Alternator crankcases are machined to
accept the stock oil filter assembly introduced on
some 1992 model big twin engines. This
convenient, accessible location can be utilized to
simplify installation of an oil filter in custom
applications.

■■ S&S crankcase for alternator style shovelhead
engines are machined to accept 1981-'99 style oil
pumps, and are machined for the stock 1981-'84
style oil distribution system.  

■■ S&S crankcases optimize crankcase oil scavenging
efficiency by using a "ported" design breather
passageway and a breather window that is
machined to maximum timing specifications. These
features allow the air/oil mist to move smoothly
from the flywheel cavity to the gear chest of the
engine. 

■■ The return oil pick-up passage to the return side of
the oil pump has been relocated in order to avoid
the turbulence caused by the oil pump drive gear.
This unique design results in greatly improved
scavenging of oil from the gear case, and virtually
eliminates oil carry over at sustained high speeds. 

S&S Super Stock crankcases are compatible with stock
1970-up flywheel assemblies, primary covers,
gearcovers, and clearanced for 38 amp alternator
stators.

S&S Super Stock Crankcase Kit includes all the required
hardware fittings and bearings.

S&S Super Stock Alternator style crankcases are perfect
for stock replacement and for high performance
applications.  Available for stock, 35⁄8", and 313⁄16" bore
applications. 
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S&S® SUPER STOCK® BIG TWIN GENERATOR STYLE CRANKCASES

Pictured:  S&S generator style crankcase assembly.  
31-0010

Big Twin generator style crankcases are designed to appear like
stock original H-D® cases and this gives the engine builder an
alternative to costly repairs when attempting to fix fatigued,
broken, worn-out stock crankcases. In spite of the stock
appearance, these cases incorporate updated design features that
improve overall engine strength and reliability. 

GENERATOR CASES ARE MACHINED 
IN SEVERAL CONFIGURATIONS:

■■ Knucklehead 1936-'47 – Tin Primary

■■ Panhead 1948-'64 – Tin Primary

■■ Panhead & Generator Shovelhead 1965-'69 – Alloy Primary

■■ Alternator/Generator – Special

Also available....
S&S generator style gearcovers to fit 
S&S and stock crankcases.   See page 6-25.

31-0200

S&S® BIG TWIN GENERATOR STYLE CRANKCASE SELECTION CHART
Crankcase  Style Stock Bore 35⁄8" Bore Special Order Notes

1965-'69 Panhead or Shovelhead 31-0010 31-0013 31-0014 1,4,6

1948-'64 Panhead 31-0008 31-0009 31-0014 1,2,5

1936-'47 Knucklehead 31-0006 31-0007 31-0014 1,3,5

Alternator/Generator Evolution® 31-0022 7

Alternator/Generator Shovelhead 31-0026 7

NOTES:
All S&S crankcases use Timken® style sprocket shaft bearings and 1958 & later pinion bearings. 
These cases will not accept stock 1957 & earlier flywheel assemblies.

1. 1936-'69 style oil pump.
2. Machined for stock panhead cylinder base oil feed.
3. Motor mounts are machined for stock 1936-'47 frames, adapter plate for 1948 & later style frames is included.
4. Includes primary scavenge port machining.
5. Machined for 1955-'64 tin primary.
6. Machined for 1965-'69 alloy primary.
7.  Machined for 1970-up alloy primary.

S&S Super Stock generator style crankcases
are available for stock 37⁄16" or 35⁄8" bore,
but can be special ordered for bore sizes up
to 313⁄16" and deck heights as much as 3⁄16"
taller than stock. Pre-clearanced for strokes
up to and including 5". 

SPECIAL ORDERS!
A special order sheet must be filled
out for any special order crankcases.
Ask your S&S Customer Support
Representative or download special
order forms from our website at
www.sscycle.com.
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Crankcases

CONTINUED...
S&S® Super Stock® Big Twin Generator Style Crankcases

■■ Stock like features - external left case ribbed
construction, fits stock primary chain covers for
each respective year group - stamped steel for
1955-'64 engines (1936-'54 must use the 1955-'64
style inner steel primary cover) and cast aluminum
for 1965-'69 engines. The manual timer
advance/relay mounting boss on 1936-'64 is
retained so early timers can be installed.

■■ Motor mounts on crankcases for knucklehead
engines are machined to fit stock knucklehead
frames. An adapter plate is included so these cases
may be used in 1948 and later style frames.

■■ All cases are designed for late style generator (two
brush type) with 5⁄16" mounting bolts to eliminate
early generator cradle/mounting strap bosses for
simplicity and economics.

■■ All S&S generator style crankcases use more readily
available 1⁄4"-20 thread fasteners to mount
gearcover, oil pump, tappet guides, timer, and
timer advance bracket. 

■■ Updated features include - sprocket shaft Timken®

main bearing in all years instead of older, stock
straight style roller bearings. This results in better
flywheel assembly stability, placement,  and longer
engine life.

■■ Since all S&S generator style crankcases use 1958
and later style main bearings, stock flywheel
assemblies 1957 and earlier can not be used in S&S
crankcases. Flywheel assemblies must have 1958
and later pinion shaft with 1.250" diameter
bearing, and a 1954 and later style sprocket shaft
designed for a Timken main bearing.

■■ Generator style cases for 1936-'47 knucklehead
engines are machined to supply oil to the heads
from a boss located near the rear tappet guide or
from a stock or S&S gearcover. Provision for oil
scavenging from the heads in these crankcases is
the same as stock with passageways that connect
the tappet guides to the crankcase breather gear. 

■■ Crankcases for 1948-'69 engines are machined with
a provision to separate the oil supply to the top and
bottom ends if an S&S oil pump is used. This feature
lets you choose the 1972 and earlier stock "side
oiling" system or the 1973 and later split oil system.
The stock cast iron oil pump can be used for the
"original look" and stock oiling system. If an S&S
billet 31-6200 oil pump is used, the oiling system
can be set up as stock or updated to a split system.

■■ Panhead engines 1963-'65 with outside oil supply
lines to the cylinder heads must use the oil supply
port located behind the rear tappet guide or the oil
fitting toward the rear of the S&S gear cover. S&S
generator style crankcases do not have the stock
style "outside oiler" oil supply boss, so special oil
supply lines will need to be fabricated.

NOTES:  FOR S&S GENERATOR STYLE CRANKCASES
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This new polished billet electronic timer for generator style engines was
developed to accommodate the S&S Super Stock® Ignition system in complete S&S
generator shovelhead style engines.  It can also be used with other alternator
style electronic ignitions (CCW rotation) as well.  (See page 8 for more
information on the S&S Super Stock ignition).  This timer must be used with
reverse timer gears for correct rotation direction for modern electronic ignitions.
Made of billet aluminum and polished to a show finish.  Designed to be installed
and removed without removing the cylinder head.  Fits all S&S, stock, and other
aftermarket generator style crankcases from 1936-'69.

S&S Billet Generator Style Electronic Timer ....................55-1269

NEW! S&S BILLET GENERATOR STYLE ELECTRONIC TIMER
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FX Starter/Battery 
Box Bracket  

57-4605

FX Footpeg Adapter
57-4604 

S&S transmission cases are made from 356-T6 aluminum and
machined with state-of-the-art CNC equipment. The 4 to 5-speed
case is designed for 4-speed big Twin frames with 1970-'84
shovelhead drivelines and chain final drives. (See notes below.)
The basic case package includes the shift lever adjustment screw,
shifter shaft guide, and all studs and dowel pins required for
assembly. To help insure a simple, trouble-free installation, the
studs and dowel pins are installed at S&S prior to shipment. 

S&S® 5-SPEED TRANSMISSION CASE FOR 4-SPEED BIG TWINS

Pictured:  4 to 5 Speed Transmission Case        56-1051 

BASIC CASE ASSEMBLY
Includes the transmission case and shift
lever adjustment screw, shifter shaft guide,
and all studs and dowel pins required for
assembly.
...........................................................56-1051

S&S® 4 TO 5 SPEED TRANSMISSION CASE
KIT SELECTION CHART

Description Part No.

Basic Case Assembly Kit 56-1051

Case with Bearing and Seals 56-1038

S&S 4 to 5-speed transmission cases accept most OEM and
aftermarket 5-speed style trap doors, bearings, seals, and other
parts designed for 1985-'99 big twin style 5-speed transmissions.
The OEM trap door will require minor modification for use with
this case. All modifications are thoroughly explained in the case
instructions. The S&S 4 to 5-speed transmission case is not
compatible with the factory H-D® primary belt drive used on
1980-'83 FXSB Sturgis models.

For applications that utilize an existing 4-speed driveline, a
1980 to early '84 5-speed style chain-drive mainshaft and 1980
to early '84 style main drive gear must be used. These parts are
compatible with the tapered I.D. clutch hub used on 4-speed
big twins.

Options include a bearing and seal kit and CNC-machined billet
trap door complete with bearings and other required hardware.
To make installation of S&S 4 to 5-speed transmission cases
easier, S&S also offers special battery box/starter brackets and
shift linkage required for 4-speed FX and FL models, and the
footpeg adapter kit required for FX's. If these parts are not
ordered, the customer must fabricate similar items to complete
the installation.

NOTE:
When ordering basic case assembly or a
case with bearings and seals, you may
wish to purchase some of the adapter
kits to make installation easier.N
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Transmission Cases

FX Shift Linkage Kit
57-4750 

FL Shift Linkage Kit 
57-4756 

Trap Door Assembly 
56-1027 

FL Battery Box Bracket Kit
57-4606 

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES FOR S&S®

4 TO 5-SPEED TRANSMISSION CASES 

Description Part No.

Billet Trap Door 56-1027

FL Battery Box Bracket 57-4606

FL Shift Linkage 57-4756

FX Battery Box Bracket 57-4605

FX Shift Linkage 57-4750

FX Footpeg Mount 57-4604

NOTES:

■■ 4 and 5-speed transmissions utilize the same 1:1 final
drive ratio. As a result, the 5-speed gear set will not alter
engine RPM at highway speeds. The additional gear
narrows the gap between lower gears for improved
acceleration and better performance in traffic.

■■ This transmission case will fit earlier big twin frames.
However, the engine sprocket shaft must be of the type
used in 1970-later big twin style engines. The
transmission case itself is compatible with H-D®

secondary (rear) belt drive if the correct mainshaft, main
drive gear, inner primary cover, starter shaft, starter
housing, and related parts are used. However, the
builder may encounter other obstacles when converting
a motorcycle with chain final drive to belt final drive. 

■■ The purchaser's countershaft and shift fork shaft will
require shortening.

■■ A low contact-style countershaft gear must be used in
this transmission case to match the 1980-'84 main drive
gear required. Harley-Davidson® replaced low-contact
gears with high-contact gears on 1994 international
model big twin style engines and 1995 U.S. models. Low
and high contact gears may not be mixed.

■■ S&S trap doors are of the 1987-'99 style. S&S
recommends using this style trap door and end cover
with the "ball and ramp" clutch actuator. The
strength of the earlier, lever-type actuator is marginal
for heavy clutch springs sometimes required in high-
performance applications. 

■■ Most 4-speed big twin style engines utilize transmission-
driven mechanical speedometers. This transmission case
has no provision for speedometer drive, and must be
used with a wheel-driven speedometer and
speedometer drive. The existing wheel may require
modification to accept the speedometer drive unit. 

■■ The clutch-actuator end of the 4-speed clutch cable is
not compatible with the five-speed type clutch actuator.
Options are to replace the existing clutch lever with an
1987-'99 style lever or purchase a custom cable with the
correct ends from Barnett Tool and Engineering in
Ventura, California. (Phone: 805-642-9435)
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CONTINUED...
S&S® 5-Speed Transmission Case for 4-Speed Big Twins
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In spite of the simple, elegant design, these polished billet
gearcovers are tough as nails.  Machined from a solid
aluminum billet, they are extremely strong and are
dimensionally more precise than is possible with a cast part.
Another plus for the billet covers becomes apparent when
they are polished.  The finish is flawless, show quality
polished aluminum.  One look at these covers will convince
even the most discriminating rider that this cover belongs on
his or her bike.

S&S POLISHED BILLET ALUMINUM 
ALTERNATOR STYLE GEARCOVERS

AVAILABLE FOR 
1973-'92 AND 1993-'99 STYLE ENGINES
The 1973-'92 style polished billet gearcovers fit stock
1973-'92 engines, and are now standard equipment on all
polished Evolution® style S&S engines. 1973-'92 style gear
covers have the breather passage required for engines
that have the crankcase breather routed directly out of
the crankcase.

Pictured: Gearcover with chrome billet ignition cover.

S&S POLISHED BILLET GEARCOVER KITS
Include gaskets and mounting hardware.

With Chrome Plated Billet Ignition Cover

1972-'92 ...................................................31-0335

1993-'99 ...................................................31-0336

Chrome Plated Billet Ignition Cover Only
.................................................................31-0332

31-0335

31-0332 This chrome plated billet
ignition cover is the perfect
compliment to a polished
engine, but it looks great, no
matter what engine it is on.

BRUCE TESSMER  (Front)

Marketing Manager – S&S Cycle, Inc.

NEVIN HILLEGASS  (Back)

Development Engineer – S&S Cycle, Inc.
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Gearcovers

31-0211

31-0203
For alternator style engines S&S offers cast gearcover kits for
two year groups, 1973-'92 and 1993-'99. The 1973-'92 style is
used on all S&S engines, which allows the engine builder the
option of routing the crankcase breather out of the crankcase,
in addition to the cylinder head breathers.  The 1993-'99 style
gearcovers are perfect for 1993-'99 stock engines, or any
engines built with 1992-'99 stock flywheel assemblies.  The
1993-'99 style gearcovers are machined to accommodate the
larger 1993-’99 style pinion gear nut, and are not machined for
the breather passage required for "case breathing" engines.  

SPECIAL FEATURES: 

■■ Available for 1973-’92 and 1993-'99 style engines.

■■ Alternator style cast gearcovers are machined
from 356-T6 aluminum castings, the same
material used in S&S crankcases.

■■ S&S cast alternator style gearcovers are
distinctively different in appearance from stock
and feature an inner cast aluminum gearcover
and a decorative bolt-on outer cover. Three
versions are available; flangeless, flanged with a
chromed steel cover, and flanged with a chromed
billet aluminum cover. All versions will accept
either points or electronic ignition systems.

■■ Kits come with gaskets and mounting hardware.

Pictured:  Alternator Style Gearcover with
flangeless outer cover.                31-0203

S&S® CAST GEARCOVERS 
FOR ALTERNATOR STYLE BIG TWIN ENGINES

N
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S&S BIG TWIN ALTERNATOR STYLE 
CAST GEARCOVER SELECTION CHART

Year Finish Flange Style Billet Flangeless Tall
Group Points/Electronic Points/Electronic Points/Electronic

1973-'92
Natural 31-0211 31-0209 31-0203

Black 31-0304 31-0305 31-0299

1993-'99 Natural 31-0212 31-0243 31-020431-0305

NOTE:
Severe lubrication problems may occur if an improper cover is
used which does not match the engine year model. Be sure the
cover you order matches the lubrication path and oil
scavenging requirements of your crankcases, especially if the
cases in question are an aftermarket brand.

Both year groups for alternator style gearcover kits
are available in three styles: flangeless, flanged with
a chromed steel cover, and flanged with a chromed
billet aluminum cover.
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S&S® GEARCOVER KITS FOR GENERATOR STYLE BIG TWIN ENGINES

31-0200

S&S generator style engines include
the 31-0200 cover for S&S cases.

31-0200

NOTE:  H-D® part numbers are shown for
reference only.

1936-'53 GEARCOVER KIT
For stock H-D crankcases includes gearcover
with bushings installed, gasket, and
extraction screws.  

Fits 1936-'53 pinion shaft and mounting
screws with countersunk heads.
(H-D#25216-36, 48) .........................................31-0201

1954-'69 GEARCOVER KIT 
For stock H-D crankcases includes gearcover
with bushings installed, gasket, and
extraction screws. 

Fits 1954-'69 pinion shaft and mounting
screws with countersunk heads. 
(H-D#25216-54, 65, 66)............................31-0240

1936-'69 GEARCOVER KIT 
For S&S crankcases includes gearcover with
bushings installed, gasket, extraction
screws, 1⁄4"-20 cover mounting screws, and
5⁄16"-24 generator mounting screws.

Fits 1958-'69 pinion shaft and socket head
style mounting screws.
......................................................31-0200

S&S offers three gearcover kits for generator style engines.  Two of
the kits are stock replacements for 1936-'53 and 1954-'69 model
stock engines. The third fits engines using S&S 1936-'69 style
crankcases or other aftermarket cases using the 1958-'69 style
pinion shaft and socket head style mounting screws. 

SPECIAL DESIGN FEATURES: 

■■ S&S generator style gearcovers are machined from 356-T6
aluminum castings, the same material used in S&S crankcases.

■■ Pinion shaft bushings supply oil to either side oiling or end
oiling pinion shafts.

■■ Generator covers are styled like stock covers made during the
mid and late-1950's. All are machined with a provision to
duplicate original knucklehead style top end oiling where the
oil is routed through a fitting located on the boss at the rear
of the cover. 

■■ Stock replacement versions have countersunk mounting holes
to match early 1⁄4"-24 mounting screws and 1⁄4" diameter
generator mounting holes for early three brush generators.
generator mounting holes on 1954-'69 covers can be drilled
out to 5⁄16" for use with 1958-'69 two brush generators. The
cover intended for use on S&S cases has counterbored
mounting holes for socket head screws and 5⁄16" diameter
generator mounting holes. 

■■ All generator style covers come with extraction screws in the
dowel pin locations which makes for easy cover removal.

■■ All generator gearcover kits come with a cover gasket.  S&S
style kits also include mounting hardware.
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Oil Pumps

Note that some kits include a breather gear and shim kit with an
oil pump assembly. The 1965-'69 and 1970-'72 kits with gears are
designed specifically to improve primary chain oiling in engines
from these year groups. Improved primary chain oiling is done
by using positive crankcase pressure to provide an oil mist from
the flywheel cavity through a metering hole in the breather
valve gear in the same manner as 1973-'84 stock systems do.
Primary chain oiling is automatic and precise eliminating
potential damage to the primary chain or dry clutch because of
too little or too much oil. 

Pictured:  Typical "pump only" oil pump kit contains all
parts needed for oil pump replacement.

S&S® STANDARD BILLET OIL PUMP KITS

Kits which include an oil pump assembly, drive shaft and
pinion shaft drive gears, breather gear, and shim kit are
offered primarily for "scratch built" applications where the
builder is usually starting out with aftermarket crankcases
and needs all of these parts. These kits may also be applied
to older engines where a complete overhaul requiring all
new parts is to be performed.

* Requires 1973-'77 breather gear.
§ Universal cover with top and bottom feeds. (Supplied with all S&S Evolution® style engines.)

OIL PUMP KITS FOR 1936-'84 BIG TWINS

Year Oil Pump Oil Pump Assembly Oil Pump with Oil Pump with Oil Pump with Oil Pump with

Crankcases Assembly Only
with Drive Gear, Custom Cover Custom Cover Improved Primary Improved Primary

Breather Gear, & Shim Kit without Gears with Gears Oiling without Gears Oiling with Gears

1936-'47 31-6200§ 31-6201

1948-'53 31-6200* 31-6292 31-6201 31-6245

1954-'64 31-6200* 31-6293 31-6201 31-6246

1965-'69 31-6200* 31-6293 31-6201 31-6246 31-6202*§ 31-6248

1970-'72 31-6200* 31-6294 31-6201 31-6239 31-6203* 31-6297
1973-'77 31-6203§ 31-6294 31-6204 31-6239

1978-'84 31-6203§ 31-6295 31-6204 31-6240

OIL PUMP ONLY KIT INCLUDES... 
supply gears, return gears, drive shaft, drive
shaft keys, drive shaft snap rings, check ball,
check ball spring, pressure valve, pressure valve
spring cover screws with o-rings, miscellaneous
hose fittings, plugs, screws, paper gaskets, and
mounting hardware with both early style 1⁄4"-24
and late style 1⁄4"-20 mounting bolts.

CAUTION:
Incorrect gear fit causes binding and premature wear
or damage to gears which may also result in damage
to other engine components.  Select kit with correct
breather gear for year group.N
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S&S oil pumps are CNC machined from solid
aluminum billets.  This material has exceptional
strength and is entirely free of voids or defects.
The result is a superior quality pump that looks as
good as it performs.  The end product is a series of
oil pump kits which provides 1936-'99 big twin
owners with state of the art technology.

SPECIAL DESIGN FEATURES:

■■ All pumps use the same width oil supply and return gears
as the stock H-D aluminum pump for maximum
compatibility.

■■ S&S pumps for 1936-'67 engines used with the S&S oil
pump drive gears deliver 33% more oil than the original
cast iron pump.

■■ S&S pinion and oil pump drive shaft drive gears increase oil
volume delivered by 25% over stock on 1972 and earlier
engines. (See NOTES on following page.)

■■ Early engines last longer because of better lubrication and
cooling. Marginal oil volume to operate the hydraulic lifters
is no longer a problem. (See NOTES on following page.)

■■ All pumps are machined with an oil pressure relief bleed off
passageway to the cavity above the oil pressure relief valve.
This relieves pressure build up on top of the valve to maintain
consistent oil pressure from the time the engine is started to
the time it’s shut off. (See NOTES on following page.)

■■ The oil pressure bypass route on all pumps allows excess oil
not used by the engine to return directly to the supply side
of the pump thereby eliminating excessive oil returned to the
tank and possible cavitation. (See NOTES on following page.)

■■ S&S billet oil pump covers are available in two versions for
both early (1936-'91) and late (1992-'99) styles. The
standard cover allows total flexibility for oil system
configuration with a number of oil feed and return options.
The custom application covers are intended for custom
motorcycles where a clean, simple appearance with a
minimum of oil lines is desired. Custom application covers
have one feed and one return hole in the bottom of the
cover only. Complete oil pump kits are available with
standard and custom covers . See the "Oil Pump Kits for
1936-'99 Big Twins Chart" for part numbers of kits. See the
"Oil Pump Kit Replacement Parts Selection Chart" for
replacement parts. (See NOTES on following page.)

Intended as a direct replacement oil pump
assembly, the S&S pump incorporates some
unique S&S design features. To compliment the
S&S pump we have engineered a series of oil
pump drive and breather gears which enables
the owner/builder to realize the full potential
from the S&S design.  These parts are available
in convenient kits which make it easy to order
everything you need at one time.

S&S oil pump kits are available for three basic
year groups, 1936-'72, 1973-'91 and 1992-'99.
Installations on engines from 1936-'69 can be a
simple bolt on, or the oiling system can be
updated with simple drilling steps with the S&S
drilling fixture.  Installations on 1981-up engines
are strictly bolt on and require no crankcase
modifications. Engines from 1973-'80 require a
simple drilling step and engines from 1970-'72
require an additional plugging step: both steps
can be performed while the engine is in the
chassis. (See NOTES.) Easy to follow installation
instructions are provided with every kit.

Pictured:  Oil pump kits with gears are offered
primarily for "scratch built" applications where
the builder needs all these parts.

S&S® STANDARD BILLET OIL PUMP INFORMATION
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Oil Pumps

31-6063
1992-Up5 4

31-6061
1992-Up

1 2

3

5 4

7 1 2

31-6059
1936-'91

31-6060
1936-'91

1. Top oil return hole

2. Top oil supply hole 4. Lower oil supply hole 6. Middle oil supply hole

3. Oil pressure switch or gauge hole 5. Lower oil return hole 7. Front chain oiler hole

OIL HOLE IDENTIFICATION FOR S&S BILLET OIL PUMPS

5 4 5 4

31-6062
1992-Up5 4

6 6

UNIVERSAL UNIVERSALCUSTOM STANDARD CUSTOM

CONTINUED...
S&S® Standard Billet Oil Pumps

NOTES:

■■ S&S offers a drill jig, part 53-0013, that enables any engine builder to perform all the required and optional
modifications to install any 1936-'99 style S&S oil pump kit. Consult the Special Tools section for details.

■■ S&S pinion shaft pump drive gear, part 33-4237 for 1939-'53 engines or part 33-4232 for 1954-'89 engines can
be installed along with pump drive gear part 33-4230 on any S&S oil pump or stock oil pump in 1939-'72
engines to speed up the pump and increase oil volume delivered by up to 25%. While most rebuilds may not
require new drive shaft and pinion shaft drive gears, S&S recommends that the faster drive ratio be utilized to
improve maximum potential oil volume in engines where hydraulic lifters are to be used. This conversion may
not be desirable for Knucklehead engines where returning cylinder head oil may be a problem.

■■ Our primary goal was to design a stock replacement pump, but our research indicated that 1948-'72 engine
owners could go a step further. Not only could they replace their old worn out pump, but also they could
improve and update their overall oiling system to the hydraulic units and top end through a series of simple
drilling steps. These steps are optional and recommended only if hydraulic lifters are going to be used.

■■ Some engine configurations feed oil to the primary chain through passageways inside the crankcases and others
feed oil through hoses directly from the oil pump cover. 1973 and later engines meter the oil with the breather
valve gear while earlier models use an adjustable metering screw or a small fixed metering hole in the oil pump
body to supply this oil. All of these oiling system designs are supported by the appropriate S&S oil pump kits.

■■ Chrome Plating the Pump – Everyone is concerned about how their motorcycle looks. However, if we thought
that chrome plating the oil pump was a good idea, we would have done it. The truth is, it is extremely difficult
to chrome plate an oil pump without getting chrome in the passageways, cavities or on the machined surfaces
where the gears, check ball, and pressure valve operates. Chrome in these areas as well as on the gasket
surfaces impairs the pumps performance by altering the operating tolerances machined into the parts. In
addition, abrasive particles of chrome may break loose causing damage to the pump and the engine. Because
of this, S&S does not recommend chrome plating the pump body or cover. S&S voids its warranty if these parts
are chrome plated.
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DISCLAIMER

The names Harley, Harley-Davidson, H-D and all trademarks owned by Harley-Davidson and its affiliated companies, and all H-D and Buell part
numbers and model designations are used for reference only. S&S Cycle is in no way associated with or authorized by Harley-Davidson Motor
Co. to manufacture and sell any of the engine parts described in this catalog.

The installation of any S&S part may void or otherwise adversely affect your factory warranty. In addition, such installation and use may violate
certain federal, state and local laws, rules and ordinances as well as other laws when used on motor vehicles operated on public highways,
especially in states where pollution laws may apply.

Always check federal, state, and local laws before modifying your motorcycle.

It is the sole and exclusive responsibility of the user to determine the suitability of the product for his or her use, and the user shall assume all
legal, personal injury risk, and liability and all other obligations, duties and risks associated therewith. S&S parts are intended for the very
experienced off-road rider only.

WHAT ARE THE PROCEDURES TO OBTAIN SERVICE
UNDER THIS WARRANTY?
To obtain service under this warranty, the original Consumer
Purchaser should immediately contact the dealer where the
Engine was purchased. The dealer will then contact the Company
for a determination as to whether the defect in the Engine or part
is covered by this warranty.

THE DEALER OR SERVICE PROVIDER MUST RECEIVE
AUTHORIZATION FROM THE COMPANY BEFORE PROVIDING
SERVICE UNDER THIS WARRANTY.

In the event that the Company determines the Engine or part
must be returned to the Company for evaluation or service, the
Company will provide the dealer with a Return Authorization
Number to put on the shipping container for identification. 

The original Consumer Purchaser or dealer must clean and
properly package the Engine or part so as not to cause further
damage and return the Engine or part, shipping costs prepaid, to
the Company. The Return Authorization Number must be clearly
visible on the outside of the shipping container. If the Engine or
part must be cleaned prior to warranty inspection the cost of
cleaning will be charged to the original Consumer Purchaser or
dealer.

The original Consumer Purchaser or dealer must also send to the
Company a detailed explanation of the relevant facts concerning
the nature of the problem, the specific use of the Engine, and the
circumstances giving rise to the defect or problem.

If it is not practicable to contact the dealer for warranty service,
the original Consumer Purchaser may contact the Company at the
following address, telephone number, fax number or e-mail
address:

S&S® Cycle, Incorporated
Attention: Customer Support

235 Causeway Blvd.
La Crosse, WI   54603

Phone: 608-627-8324   •   Fax: 608-627-0766
Email: sstech@sscycle.com

Direct Phone: 608-627-TECH (8324)

ARE THERE OTHER WARRANTIES?
THE WARRANTIES STATED IN THIS WARRANTY REPLACE ALL
OTHER WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING WITHOUT
LIMITATION, THOSE OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A
PARTICULAR PURPOSE, AND ANY OTHER OBLIGATIONS OR
LIABILITIES ON THE PART OF THE COMPANY WHETHER IN
CONTRACT, WARRANTY, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE, TO THE
EXTENT NOT PROHIBITED BY LAW.  

Some states do not allow limitations on how long an implied
warranty lasts, so the above limitation may not apply to you.

HOW DO STATE LAWS RELATE 
TO THIS WARRANTY?
This warranty gives you specific legal rights. You may also have
other rights that vary from state to state.

OBTAINING WARRANTY SERVICE
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Warranty

WHO IS COVERED BY THIS WARRANTY?
This warranty covers only the original Consumer Purchaser of
these parts and is not transferable.

WHAT DOES THIS WARRANTY COVER?
S&S® Cycle, Incorporated (the "Company") warrants these parts to
be free from defects in material and workmanship.  If the parts
become defective during the warranty coverage period, the
Company will, at its option, repair or replace any, or all, defective
parts.  Repair or replacement of defective parts is the sole and
exclusive remedy.

HOW LONG IS THE WARRANTY COVERAGE?
The warranty coverage remains in force for a period of twelve
(12) months from the date that the original Consumer Purchaser
buys the parts. However, warranty coverage will automatically
terminate if the original Purchaser sells or otherwise transfers all
or any portion of the purchased parts. 

WHAT IS NOT COVERED BY THIS WARRANTY?
The Company shall not pay or be responsible for the cost of
shipping the defective parts to the Company for service under this
warranty, nor will the Company pay for the cost of labor to
remove and/or replace the defective parts.

Moreover, the Company shall have no obligation under this
warranty in the event that the parts become defective in whole or
in part as a result of improper assembly, installation, break-in,
maintenance, or use, or any other misuse or mistreatment of the
parts, including, without limitation, operation of the parts with
fuels, oils or lubricants not conforming to specifications published
by the Company or continued operation of the parts after a
defect or malfunction occurs or is identified or suspected.  

The Company shall have no obligation under this warranty for
defects in parts with a powdercoat finish, when that option is
selected, if the defects are caused by, but not limited to,
negligence of parties other than the Company; an accident;
ordinary wear and tear; assembly or disassembly; power washing;
natural occurrences like stone chips; bead blasting; improper
maintenance including the use of any harsh cleaning agent,
chemical or solvent; and salt or other substances used on streets
and highways for maintenance and safety.
The Company provides touch-up paint with powdercoated parts.
It is the customer's responsibility to repair minor finish damage to
prevent or inhibit further deterioration.

It is the responsibility of the original Consumer Purchaser to cease
operation as soon as a defect or malfunction is identified or
suspected. The failure to cease operation once a defect or
malfunction exists can cause substantial damage to the
Company's parts that could otherwise be avoided.

In addition, the Company shall have no obligation under this
warranty for parts defects caused by alteration including, but not
limited to, polishing; powdercoating; painting; removing or
reconfiguring any components; modification, repair, or
unauthorized service.

The Company shall have no obligation under this warranty if the
parts are used in racing or similar competitive activities.  The
Company shall have no obligation under this warranty when a
competition application, including but not limited to a
turbocharger, supercharger or nitrous oxide, is used with the
engine.  Further, the Company shall have no obligation under this
warranty for any parts that are included in a Competition Package
Option offered by the Company since the Package is for use in
racing and similar competitive activities.

THE COMPANY SHALL NOT BE LIABLE FOR AND DISCLAIMS ALL
CONSEQUENTIAL, INCIDENTAL, PUNITIVE OR SPECIAL DAMAGES
ARISING OUT OF THE USE OF, OR INABILITY TO USE, THESE PARTS. 

Some states do not allow the exclusion or limitation of incidental
or consequential damages, so the above exclusion may not apply
to you.

LIMITED WARRANTY STANDARD PARTS
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WHO IS COVERED BY THIS WARRANTY?
This warranty covers only the original Consumer Purchaser of the
Complete Factory-Assembled Super Stock Engine (the "engine")
and is not transferable.

WHAT DOES THIS WARRANTY COVER?
S&S® Cycle, Incorporated (the "Company") warrants this engine to
be free from defects in material and workmanship. If the engine or
any part thereof becomes defective during the warranty coverage
period, the Company will, at its option, repair or replace the engine
or any, or all, defective parts.  Repair or replacement of defective
parts is the sole and exclusive remedy.

HOW LONG IS THE WARRANTY COVERAGE?
The warranty coverage remains in force for a period of twelve (12)
months from the date that the original Consumer Purchaser buys
the engine.  Engines specifically designed for and sold with the S&S
Intelligent Spark Technology ignition system and assembled at S&S
are covered by a special thirty-six (36) month warranty on any street
application displacement under 120” and  covered by a special
twenty four (24) month warranty on any street application
displacement over 120”  .  All street application engines assembled
by S&S utilizing the “Super Stock” cone style ignition under 120”
will be covered by a special twenty four (24) month warranty  and
engines specifically designed for and sold with the S&S Super Stock®

cone ignition system over 120” will be covered by a twelve (12)
month warranty on parts and labor.   However, warranty coverage
will automatically terminate if the original Consumer Purchaser sells
or otherwise transfers all or any portion of the engine. 

WHAT IS NOT COVERED BY THIS WARRANTY?
The Company shall not pay or be responsible for the cost of
shipping the defective engine or part to the Company for service
under this warranty, nor will the Company pay for the cost of labor
to remove and/or replace the defective engine or part.

Moreover, the Company shall have no obligation under this
warranty in the event that the engine becomes defective in whole
or in part as a result of improper installation, break-in,
maintenance, or use, or any other misuse or mistreatment of the
engine, including, without limitation, operation of the engine with
fuels, oils or lubricants not conforming to specifications published
by the Company for use in or with the engine or continued
operation of the engine after a defect or malfunction occurs or is
identified or suspected.

The Company shall have no obligation under this warranty for
defects in the engine’s black powdercoat finish, when that option is
selected, if the defects are caused by, but not limited to, negligence
of parties other than Company; an accident; ordinary wear and
tear; assembly or disassembly; power washing; natural occurrences
like stone chips; bead blasting; improper maintenance including the
use of any harsh cleaning agent, chemical or solvent; and salt or
other substances used on streets and highways for maintenance
and safety.  This warranty does not cover consumables, that is, those
parts consumed in the normal operation of the engine.

The Company provides touch-up paint with each powdercoated
engine. It is the customer's responsibility to repair minor finish
damage to prevent or inhibit further deterioration.
It is the responsibility of the original Consumer Purchaser to cease
operation as soon as a defect or malfunction is identified or
suspected. The failure to cease operation once a defect or
malfunction exists can cause substantial damage to the engine that
could otherwise be avoided.

In addition, the Company shall have no obligation under this
warranty for defects in the engine caused by alteration including,
but not limited to, polishing; powdercoating; painting; removing or
reconfiguring any components; modification, repair, or
unauthorized service of the engine. 

The Company shall have no obligation under this warranty if the
engine is used in racing or similar competitive activities. The
Company shall have no obligation under this warranty when a
competition application, including but not limited to a
turbocharger, supercharger or nitrous oxide, is used with the
engine. Further, the Company shall have no obligation under this
warranty for any engine that includes a Competition Package
Option since the Package is for use in racing and similar competitive
activities.

THE COMPANY SHALL NOT BE LIABLE FOR AND DISCLAIMS ALL
CONSEQUENTIAL, INCIDENTAL, PUNITIVE OR SPECIAL DAMAGES
ARISING OUT OF THE USE OF, OR INABILITY TO USE, THE ENGINE. 

Some states do not allow the exclusion or limitation of incidental or
consequential damages, so the above exclusion may not apply to
you.

WHAT MUST THE ORIGINAL CONSUMER PURCHASER DO
TO QUALIFY FOR WARRANTY COVERAGE?
Within thirty (30) days after the date of purchase of the engine, the
original Consumer Purchaser must return a completed Owner’s
Registration Card along with a copy of the invoice evidencing such
purchase to the Company at the following address:

S&S® Cycle, Incorporated
Attention: Customer Support

235 Causeway Blvd.
La Crosse, WI   54603

Phone: 608-627-8324   •   Fax: 608-627-0766
Email: sstech@sscycle.com

Direct Phone: 608-627-TECH (8324)

THIS WARRANTY IS VOIDABLE AT THE COMPANY’S OPTION IF THE
ORIGINAL CONSUMER PURCHASER DOES NOT RETURN TO THE
COMPANY THE OWNER REGISTRATION CARD AND A COPY OF THE
INVOICE WITHIN THIRTY (30) DAYS FROM THE DATE OF PURCHASE
OF THE ENGINE.

LIMITED WARRANTY COMPLETE FACTORY-ASSEMBLED ENGINES
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Website

Make sure you check out our world-class
website at www.sscycle.com, you’ll be
instantly connected to the best Proven
Performance V-Twin information available!

Last year we revamped our entire website to
include new graphics, tons of articles,
photos, videos, and an e-commerce area for
purchasing S&S apparel and accessories.
This new interactive design continues to
change on a regular basis as we deliver the
latest news about the industry, our
company, and product information to your
browser.  

There’s simply too much information to explain on a single page.  Whether you’re searching for the closest authorized S&S
dealer, buying a T-shirt, or checking out video streaming of the Old School Shovel Tour, you’ll definitely want to spend some
quality time on our site.  

Our home page has late breaking news, press releases, and racing information scrolling to capture your attention.  For your
convenience you can also sign up for our mailing lists to receive press releases, company news, product updates and more
directly to your inbox as soon as the information is released from our Communications Department.  

Finally, we are in the final stages of developing our secure dealer portal and we anticipate making this available soon during
this next year.  This will be a secure web site designed specifically for our dealers to view account information and connect with
us electronically in order to save time during the busy work day.  As always, we want to stay current with technology and S&S
Cycle is committed to developing and maintaining a robust website to serve you.  

WE'VE JUST UPDATED OUR WEBSITE!
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11-0100 Carb kit w/o manifold, Super B.......................................................................................................................................................$454.95
11-0101 Carb kit, Super B - 1955-'65 BT .......................................................................................................................................................$484.95
11-0102 Carb kit, Super B - 1966-'78 BT .......................................................................................................................................................$484.95
11-0103 Carb kit, Super B - 1979-'84 BT .......................................................................................................................................................$484.95
11-0111 Carb assembly, Super B....................................................................................................................................................................$359.95
11-0401 Carb kit, Super E - 1955-'65 BT .......................................................................................................................................................$469.95
11-0401 Carb kit, Super E - 1955-'65 BT .......................................................................................................................................................$469.95
11-0402 Carb kit, Super E - 1966-'78 BT .......................................................................................................................................................$444.95
11-0411 Carb kit, Super E - 1979-'84 BT .......................................................................................................................................................$456.95
11-0418 Carb kit w/o manifold & mounting hardware, Super E - 1966-'84 BT w/5 gallon tanks ............................................................$444.95
11-0418 Carb kit w/o manifold & mounting hardware, Super E - 1966-'84 BT w/5 gallon tanks ............................................................$444.95
11-0422 Carb kit, Super G - 1966-'78 BT.......................................................................................................................................................$459.95
11-0431 Carb kit, Super G - 1979-'84 BT.......................................................................................................................................................$469.95
11-0438 Carb kit w/o manifold & mounting hardware, Super G - 1966-'84 BT w/5 gallon tanks............................................................$454.95
11-0438 Carb kit w/o manifold & mounting hardware, Super G - 1966-'84 BT w/5 gallon tanks............................................................$454.95
11-7100 Jet, intermediate - 3 pk. - all Super gas (series 94) .........................................................................................................................$19.90
11-7101 Intermediate jet - 1 ea.: .0265, .028, .0295 - all Super gas..............................................................................................................$19.90
11-7102 Intermediate jet - 1 ea.: .028, .0295, .031 - all Super gas................................................................................................................$19.90
11-7102 Intermediate jet - 1 ea.: .028, .0295, .031 - all Super gas................................................................................................................$19.90
11-7104 Intermediate jet - 1 ea.: .031, .032, .033 - all Super gas..................................................................................................................$19.90
11-7105 Intermediate jet - 1 ea.: .032, .033, .036 - all Super gas..................................................................................................................$19.90
11-7106 Intermediate jet - 1 ea.: .033, .036, .040 - all Super gas..................................................................................................................$19.90
11-7200 Main jet - 1 ea.: .062, .064, .066, .068, .070, .072 ............................................................................................................................$11.95
11-7201 Main jet - 1 ea.: .066, .068, .070, .072, .074, .076 ............................................................................................................................$11.95
11-7202 Main jet - 1 ea.: .072, .074, .076, .078, .080, .082 ............................................................................................................................$11.95
11-7203 Main jet - 1 ea.: .078, .080, .082, .084, .086, .088 ............................................................................................................................$11.95
11-7204 Main jet - 1 ea.: .090,.092, .094, .096, .098 ......................................................................................................................................$11.95
11-7205 Main jet - 1 ea.: .100, .102, .104, .106, .108 .....................................................................................................................................$11.95
11-7270 Jet kit, low range - engines up to 93"/96" ......................................................................................................................................$39.80
11-7271 Jet kit, high range - engines 93"/96" & up......................................................................................................................................$39.80
11-7272 Jet kit, master - all engines ...............................................................................................................................................................$68.65
16-1200 Manifold, intake - 1 7/8" (o-ring) - 1957-'78 shovelhead/XL ..........................................................................................................$49.95
16-1201 Manifold, intake #0+ 1 7/8" oring (5.380" cylinders) - 1957-'78 BT/XL..........................................................................................$49.95
16-1202 Manifold, intake #1 1 7/8" oring (5.430" cylinders) - 1957-'78 BT/XL............................................................................................$49.95
16-1204 Manifold, intake - 1 7/8” x 5.530" (#3 o-ring) - 1957-'78 shovelhead/XL ......................................................................................$49.95
16-1206 Manifold, intake #5 1 7/8" oring (5.630" cylinders) - 1957-'78 BT/XL............................................................................................$49.95
16-1223 Manifold, 1 7/8"  oring (5.405" cylinders) - 1957-'78 BT/XL ...........................................................................................................$49.95
16-1300 Manifold, intake - 1 7/8" (band) - 1979-'84 shovelhead/XL............................................................................................................$49.95
16-1301 Manifold, intake #0+ 1 7/8" band (5.380" cylinders) - 1979-'84 BT/XL..........................................................................................$49.95
16-1302 Manifold, intake #1 1 7/8" band (5.430" cylinders) - 1979-'84 BT/XL ............................................................................................$49.95
16-1304 Manifold, intake #3 1 7/8" band (5.530" cylinders) - 1979-'84 BT/XL ............................................................................................$49.95
16-1304 Manifold, intake #3 1 7/8" band (5.530" cylinders) - 1979-’84 BT/XL ............................................................................................$49.95
16-1306 Manifold, intake #5 1 7/8" band  (5.630" cylinders) - 1979-'84 BT/XL ...........................................................................................$49.95
16-1323 Manifold, 1 7/8"  band (5.405" cylinders) - 1979-'84 BT/XL............................................................................................................$49.95
16-2200 Manifold, intake - 2 1/16" (o-ring) - 1957-'78 shovelhead/XL ........................................................................................................$49.95
16-2201 Manifold, #0+ 2 1/16" oring (5.380" cylinders) - 1957-'78 BT/XL ...................................................................................................$49.95
16-2202 Manifold, #1 2 1/16" oring (5.430" cylinders) - 1957-’78 BT/XL .....................................................................................................$49.95
16-2204 Manifold, #3 2 1/16" oring (5.530" cylinders) - 1957-'78 BT/XL .....................................................................................................$49.95
16-2206 Manifold, #5 2 1/16" oring (5.630" cylinders) - 1957-’78 BT/XL .....................................................................................................$49.95
16-2223 Manifold, 2 1/16"  oring (5.405" cylinders) - 1957-'78 BT/XL .........................................................................................................$49.95
16-2300 Manifold, intake - 2 1/16" (band) - 1979-’84 shovelhead/XL..........................................................................................................$49.95
16-2301 Manifold, #0+ 2 1/16" band (5.380" cylinders) - 1979-'84 BT/XL....................................................................................................$49.95
16-2302 Manifold, #1 2 1/16" band (5.430" cylinders) - 1979-’84 BT/XL......................................................................................................$49.95
16-2306 Manifold, #5 2 1/16" band (5.630" cylinders) - 1979-'84 BT/XL......................................................................................................$49.95
16-2323 Manifold, 2 1/16"  band (5.405" cylinders) - 1979-'84 BT/XL..........................................................................................................$49.95

Part No. Descripton Suggested Retail Price
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16-5058 Manifold Set, 100" w/S&S Ports, S&S VFI, 1999-2003 TC BT .........................................................................................................$334.95
17-0004 Cover, air cleaner, Super E & G, slotted, SSW+ ...............................................................................................................................$94.95
17-0045 Air cleaner kit, tall, element and spacers, .......................................................................................................................................$44.95
17-0055 Element, air cleaner, tall....................................................................................................................................................................$15.40
17-0099 Air cleaner assembly - 1955-'84 BT, 1957-'85 XL w/GBL, GAL, Super B ........................................................................................$149.95
17-0099 Air cleaner assembly - 1955-'84 BT, 1957-'85 XL w/GBL, GAL, Super B ........................................................................................$149.95
17-0198 Air cleaner assembly - Super D .......................................................................................................................................................$159.95
17-0198 Air cleaner assembly - Super D .......................................................................................................................................................$159.95
17-0199 Air cleaner assembly - 1966-'84 BT, 1966-'85 XL w/L series, stock butterfly type carb ...............................................................$149.95
17-0199 Air cleaner assembly - 1966-'84 BT, 1966-'85 XL w/L series, stock butterfly type carb ...............................................................$149.95
17-0385 Cover, air cleaner - Super E & G, U.S. Flag .....................................................................................................................................$104.95
17-0400 Air cleaner assembly, Super E, G - 1936-'84 BT, 1957-'85 XL.........................................................................................................$159.95
17-0440 Air cleaner assembly, Super E, G - 1966-'84 BT w/5 gal tanks ......................................................................................................$159.95
17-5051 Kit, tuned intake system, burnished, S&S VFI ................................................................................................................................$439.95
17-5052 Kit, tuned intake system, black, S&S VFI ........................................................................................................................................$449.95
17-5053 Kit, tuned intake system, polished, S&S VFI...................................................................................................................................$459.95
19-0224 Cable, throttle - 48" universal - S&S throttle.....................................................................................................................................$4.05
19-0229 Throttle assembly, two cable - 48" universal cables, 1" handlbars................................................................................................$44.95
19-0398 Tube, VOES - 3/16" ID x 3/8" OD x 12" - 5 pack ................................................................................................................................$5.95
19-0432 Cable, throttle - OS 36" - S&S/'81-'95 HD throttle...........................................................................................................................$21.95
19-0433 Cable, throttle - CS 36" - S&S/'81-'95 HD throttle ...........................................................................................................................$21.95
19-0434 Cable, throttle - OS 39"" - S&S/'81-’95 HD throttle.........................................................................................................................$21.95
19-0435 Cable, throttle - CS 39" - S&S/'81-'95 HD throttle ...........................................................................................................................$21.95
19-0446 Cable, throttle - OS 42" - S&S/'81-'95 HD throttle...........................................................................................................................$21.95
19-0447 Cable, throttle - CS 42" - S&S/'81-'95 HD throttle ...........................................................................................................................$21.95
19-0448 Throttle assembly, two cable - 39", 1" handlebars .........................................................................................................................$69.95
19-0449 Throttle assembly, two cable - 48", 1" handlebars .........................................................................................................................$69.95
19-0450 Throttle assembly, two cable - 36", 1" handlebars .........................................................................................................................$69.95
19-0462 Cable, throttle - OS 48" - S&S/'81-'95 HD throttle...........................................................................................................................$21.95
19-0463 Cable, throttle - CS 48" - S&S/'81-'95 HD throttle ...........................................................................................................................$18.50
19-0482 Throttle assembly, two cable - 42", 1" handlebars .........................................................................................................................$69.95
31-0002 Crankcase assembly - Special Order - 1970-'99 BT......................................................................................................................$1,099.95
31-0003 Crankcase assembly - stock bore - 1970-'84 BT..............................................................................................................................$999.95
31-0004 Crankcase assembly - 3 5/8" bore - 1970-'84 BT ............................................................................................................................$999.95
31-0007 Crankcase assembly - 3 5/8" bore two-brush generator - 1936-'47 BT .....................................................................................$1,399.95
31-0009 Crankcase assembly - 3 5/8" bore two-brush generator - 1948-'64 BT .....................................................................................$1,399.95
31-0013 Crankcase assembly - 3 5/8" bore two-brush generator - 1965-'69 BT .....................................................................................$1,399.95
31-0014 Crankcase assembly - Special Order two-brush generator - 1948-'64 BT..................................................................................$1,499.95
31-0022 Crankcase assembly - 3 5/8" bore - alternator L, generator R bottom/Evolution® top BT ......................................................$1,429.95
31-0026 Crankcase assembly - 3 5/8" bore - alternator L, generator R - 1963-'84 BT ...........................................................................$1,429.95
31-0030 Crankcase assembly - 3 13/16" bore - 1970-'84 BT .....................................................................................................................$1,049.95
31-0071 Crankcase assembly, small diameter - 3 5/8" bore - 1970-'84 BT..................................................................................................$999.95
31-0200 Gearcover kit, crankcase - 1954-'69 BT...........................................................................................................................................$174.95
31-0201 Gearcover kit, crankcase - 1936-'53 BT...........................................................................................................................................$174.95
31-0203 Gearcover kit, crankcase - electronic/point ignition - 1973-'92 BT...............................................................................................$179.95
31-0209 Gearcover kit, crankcase - billet flange - 1973-'92 BT...................................................................................................................$279.95
31-0211 Gearcover kit, crankcase - flange - 1973-'92 BT.............................................................................................................................$194.95
31-0240 Gearcover kit, crankcase - 1954-'69 BT...........................................................................................................................................$174.95
31-0299 Gearcover kit, crankcase, black - electronic/point ignition - 1973-'92 BT....................................................................................$204.95
31-0304 Gearcover kit, crankcase, black - flange - 1973-'92 BT..................................................................................................................$219.95
31-0305 Gearcover kit, crankcase, black - billet flange - 1973-'92 BT ........................................................................................................$304.95
31-0332 Cover, outer ignition, billet (S&S ) - 1970-'99 BT .............................................................................................................................$49.95
31-0335 Gearcover kit, billet - 1972-'92 BT ..................................................................................................................................................$429.95
31-0336 Gearcover kit, billet - 1993-'99 BT ..................................................................................................................................................$429.95
31-6200 Pump kit, oil - billet - 1936-'72 BT ..................................................................................................................................................$279.95

Part No. Descripton Suggested Retail Price
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31-6200 Pump kit, oil - billet - 1936-'72 BT ..................................................................................................................................................$279.95
31-6201 Pump kit, oil - custom billet - 1936-'72 BT .....................................................................................................................................$279.95
31-6202 Pump kit, improved primary oil - billet - 1965-'69 BT ...................................................................................................................$279.95
31-6203 Pump kit, oil - billet - 1970-'91 BT ..................................................................................................................................................$279.95
31-6203 Pump kit, oil - billet - 1970-'91 BT ..................................................................................................................................................$279.95
31-6204 Pump kit, oil - custom billet - 1970-'91 BT .....................................................................................................................................$279.95
31-6239 Pump kit w/gears, oil - billet custom application - 1970-'77 BT ...................................................................................................$394.95
31-6239 Pump kit w/gears, oil - billet custom application - 1970-'77 BT ...................................................................................................$394.95
31-6240 Pump kit w/gears, oil - billet custom application - 1978-'91 BT ...................................................................................................$394.95
31-6245 Pump kit w/gears, oil - custom billet - 1948-'53 BT .......................................................................................................................$394.95
31-6246 Pump kit w/gears, oil - custom billet - 1954-'69 BT .......................................................................................................................$394.95
31-6246 Pump kit w/gears, oil - custom billet - 1954-'69 BT .......................................................................................................................$394.95
31-6248 Pump kit w/gears , improved primary oil - billet - 1965-'69 BT....................................................................................................$394.95
31-6292 Pump kit w/gears, oil - billet - 1948-'53 BT ....................................................................................................................................$394.95
31-6293 Pump kit w/gears, oil - billet - 1954-'69 BT ....................................................................................................................................$394.95
31-6293 Pump kit w/gears, oil - billet - 1954-'69 BT ....................................................................................................................................$394.95
31-6294 Pump kit w/gears, oil - billet - 1970-'77 BT ....................................................................................................................................$394.95
31-6295 Pump kit w/gears, oil - billet - 1978-'91 BT ....................................................................................................................................$394.95
31-6297 Pump kit w/breather gear , improved primary oil - billet - 1970-'72 BT .....................................................................................$339.95
31-9911 Engine, Complete, 80", Asm, Cast - S&S Alternator shovelhead style ......................................................................................$6,844.95
31-9913 Engine, Complete, 93", Asm, Cast - S&S Alternator shovelhead style ......................................................................................$6,944.95
31-9915 Engine, Complete, 93", HC, Asm, Cast - S&S Alternator shovelhead style ...............................................................................$7,044.95
31-9916 Engine, Complete, 103", Asm, Billet - S&S Alternator shovelhead style ..................................................................................$7,264.95
31-9920 Engine, Complete, 80", Asm - S&S Generator shovelhead style ...............................................................................................$7,544.95
31-9921 Engine, Complete, 93", Asm - S&S Generator shovelhead style ...............................................................................................$7,644.95
31-9922 Engine, Complete, 93", HC, Asm - S&S Generator shovelhead style.........................................................................................$7,744.95
31-9923 Engine, Complete, 93", Asm - S&S Alt/Gen shovelhead style....................................................................................................$7,744.95
31-9924 Engine, Complete, 93", HC, Asm - S&S Alt/Gen shovelhead style .............................................................................................$7,844.95
32-2020 Flywheel set  - 4 1/2" - 1936-'99 BT ................................................................................................................................................$384.95
32-2030 Flywheel set  - 4 3/4" - 1936-'99 BT ................................................................................................................................................$384.95
32-2060 Flywheel set  - 4 5/8" - 1936-'99 BT ................................................................................................................................................$384.95
32-2106 Flywheel Assembly - 4 5/8", w/ base plates - 1954-'64 BT (bal. for 86" piston) .......................................................................$1,014.95
32-2107 Flywheel assembly - 4 5/8", w/ base plates - 1965-'69 BT (bal. for 86" piston) ........................................................................$1,014.95
32-2108 Flywheel Assembly - 4 5/8", w/ base plates -  1970-'84 BT (bal. for 86" piston) .........................................................................$994.95
32-2219 Flywheel Assembly - 4 1/2"  - 1936-'53 BT (bal. for 84" piston) ...................................................................................................$969.95
32-2219 Flywheel Assembly - 4 1/2"  - 1936-'53 BT (bal. for 84" piston) ...................................................................................................$969.95
32-2220 Flywheel assembly - 4 1/2" - 1955-'64 BT (bal. for 84" piston).....................................................................................................$999.95
32-2221 Flywheel assembly - 4 1/2" - 1965-'69 BT (bal. for 84" piston).....................................................................................................$999.95
32-2222 Flywheel assembly - 4 1/2" - 1970-'84 BT (bal. for 84” piston).....................................................................................................$979.95
32-2256 Flywheel assembly - 4 3/4" - 1954-'64 BT (bal. for 80” & 88" piston) ..........................................................................................$999.95
32-2257 Flywheel assembly - 4 3/4” - 1966-'69 BT (bal. for 80" & 88" piston) ..........................................................................................$999.95
32-2258 Flywheel assembly - 4 3/4" - 1970-'84 BT (bal. for 80" & 88" piston) ..........................................................................................$979.95
32-2265 Hot Setup, 93" - 1966-'69 BT........................................................................................................................................................$2,449.95
32-2266 Hot Setup, 93" - 1970-'72 BT........................................................................................................................................................$2,429.95
32-2267 Hot Setup, 93" - 1973-'77 BT........................................................................................................................................................$2,394.95
32-2268 Hot Setup, 93" - 1978-'84 BT........................................................................................................................................................$2,394.95
32-2272 Flywheel Assembly - 4 5/8", w/ base plates -  1948-'53 BT (bal. for 86" piston) .........................................................................$979.95
32-2276 Flywheel Assembly - 4 3/4" -  1936-'53 BT (bal. for stock bore piston)........................................................................................$969.95
32-2276 Flywheel Assembly - 4 3/4" -  1936-’53 BT (bal. for stock bore piston)........................................................................................$969.95
32-2284 Hot Setup, 84" - 4 1/2"  - 1955-64 BT ..........................................................................................................................................$1,679.95
32-2285 Hot Setup, 84" - 4 1/2"  - 1965 BT ...............................................................................................................................................$1,679.95
32-2286 Hot Setup, 84" - 4 1/2"  - 1966-69 BT ..........................................................................................................................................$1,714.95
32-2287 Hot Setup, 84" - 4 1/2"  - 1970-72 BT ..........................................................................................................................................$1,679.95
32-2288 Hot Setup, 84" - 4 1/2"  - 1973-77 BT ..........................................................................................................................................$1,644.95
32-2289 Hot Setup, 84" - 4 1/2"  - 1978-84 BT ..........................................................................................................................................$1,644.95
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32-2290 Hot Setup, 89" - 4 5/8" - 1995-98 BT (EFI models)......................................................................................................................$1,319.95
32-2291 Hot Setup, 96" - 4 5/8" - 1995-98 BT (EFI models)......................................................................................................................$1,969.95
32-2296 Hot Set Up kit, 96" - 4 5/8", 1984-92 BT ....................................................................................................................................$2,314.95
32-2297 Hot Set Up kit, black, 96" - 4 5/8", 1984-92 BT .........................................................................................................................$2,324.95
32-2298 Hot Set Up kit, 96" - 4 5/8", 1993-99 BT ....................................................................................................................................$2,399.95
32-2299 Hot Set Up kit, black, 96" - 4 5/8", 1993-99 BT .........................................................................................................................$2,409.95
33-5050 Camshaft, 514 - 1948-'69 BT............................................................................................................................................................$164.95
33-5051 Camshaft, 514 - 1970-'77 BT............................................................................................................................................................$164.95
33-5052 Camshaft, 514 - 1978-’84 BT............................................................................................................................................................$164.95
33-5057 Cam, 563 - 1984-'99 BT ....................................................................................................................................................................$164.95
33-5058 Cam, 600 - 1984-'99 BT ....................................................................................................................................................................$164.95
33-5059 Cam, 560 - 1948-'69 BT ....................................................................................................................................................................$164.95
33-5060 Cam, 560 - 1970-'77 BT ....................................................................................................................................................................$164.95
33-5061 Cam, 560 - 1978-'84 BT ....................................................................................................................................................................$164.95
33-5062 Cam, 450S - 1948-'69 BT ..................................................................................................................................................................$164.95
33-5063 Cam, 450S - 1970-'77 BT ..................................................................................................................................................................$164.95
33-5064 Cam, 450S - 1978-’84 BT ..................................................................................................................................................................$164.95
33-5072 Cam, 546 - 1984-'99 BT ....................................................................................................................................................................$164.95
33-5073 Cam, 520 - 1984-'99 BT ....................................................................................................................................................................$164.95
33-5074 Cam, 502G - 1948-'69 BT .................................................................................................................................................................$226.65
33-5076 Cam, 561 - 1984-'99 BT ....................................................................................................................................................................$164.95
33-5077 Cam, 561G - 1948-'69 BT .................................................................................................................................................................$226.95
33-5078 Cam, 631G - 1948-'69 BT .................................................................................................................................................................$226.95
33-5080 Cam, 631 - 1984-'99 BT ....................................................................................................................................................................$164.95
33-5109 Cam, 585 - 1984-'99 BT ....................................................................................................................................................................$164.95
33-5124 Cam, 510V - 1984-'99 BT..................................................................................................................................................................$164.95
33-5131 Cam, 585G - 1948-'69 BT .................................................................................................................................................................$226.95
33-5132 Cam, 600G - 1948-'69 BT .................................................................................................................................................................$226.95
33-5134 Cam, 510G - 1948-'69 BT .................................................................................................................................................................$226.95
33-5193 Camshaft, 565S - 1948-’69 BT..........................................................................................................................................................$164.95
33-5194 Camshaft, 565S - 1970-'77 BT..........................................................................................................................................................$164.95
33-5195 Camshaft, 565S - 1978-'84 BT..........................................................................................................................................................$164.95
33-5352 Tappet set, hydraulic - 1984-'99 BT, 1986-'90 XL ...........................................................................................................................$209.95
33-5353 Tappet set, hydraulic, w/ HL2T - 1984-'99 BT, 1986-’90 XL............................................................................................................$229.95
33-5450 Tappet guide set, billet - 1966-'84 BT.............................................................................................................................................$329.95
33-5450F Tappet guide assembly, front, billet - 1966-'84 BT ........................................................................................................................$197.95
33-5450R Tappet guide assembly, rear, billet - 1966-'84 BT ..........................................................................................................................$197.95
33-5451 Hydraulic lifter update kit, 1969-'84 BT ........................................................................................................................................$724.95
33-5452 Hydraulic lifter update kit, 1969-'84 BT (stock rocker arms) ........................................................................................................$734.95
53-0452 Wrench, main jet (72 main jet) .........................................................................................................................................................$10.85
55-1240 Module, SS ign., 80" shovelhead style ...........................................................................................................................................$149.95
55-1241 Module, SS ign., 93" shovelhead style ...........................................................................................................................................$149.95
55-1242 Module, SS ign., HC 93" shovelhead style .....................................................................................................................................$149.95
55-1243 Module, SS ign., 103" shovelhead style .........................................................................................................................................$149.95
55-1247 Cup, pick-up, SS ign. ..........................................................................................................................................................................$10.95
55-1248 Kit, VOES switch, SS ign.....................................................................................................................................................................$49.95
55-1249 Kit, connector, SS ign. ..........................................................................................................................................................................$6.95
55-1250 Kit, SS ign., 80" shovelhead style....................................................................................................................................................$214.95
55-1251 Kit, SS ign., 93" shovelhead style....................................................................................................................................................$214.95
55-1252 Kit, SS ign., HC 93" shovelhead style..............................................................................................................................................$214.95
55-1253 Kit, SS ign., 103" shovelhead style..................................................................................................................................................$214.95
55-1269 Timer, electronic - generator engines.............................................................................................................................................$349.95
55-1269 Timer, electronic - generator engines.............................................................................................................................................$349.95
55-1571 Coil, dual output, single fire ...........................................................................................................................................................$134.95
55-5006 Kit, Variable Fuel Injection, 1995-2001  EFI BT ..............................................................................................................................$649.95
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56-1027 Door assembly, transmission access - 5 speed rigid mount - 1986-'99 BT....................................................................................$199.95
56-1038 Case assembly w/bearing & seals, transmission - 5 speed rigid mount - 1965-'86 4 speed BT...................................................$504.95
56-1051 Case assembly, transmission - 5 speed rigid mount - 1965-’86 4 speed BT..................................................................................$434.95
56-1051 Case assembly, transmission - 5 speed rigid mount - 1965-'86 4 speed BT..................................................................................$434.95
57-4604 Adapter kit, footpeg - 5 speed rigid mount -  4 speed XL .............................................................................................................$79.95
57-4605 Bracket kit, starter/battery box - 5 speed rigid mount - 4 speed XL..............................................................................................$21.75
57-4606 Bracket kit, starter/battery box - 5 speed rigid mount - 4 speed BT..............................................................................................$31.35
57-4750 Linkage kit, shift - 5 speed rigid mount - 4 speed XL .....................................................................................................................$97.25
57-4756 Linkage kit, shift - 5 speed rigid mount - 4 speed BT ...................................................................................................................$102.00
90-0044 Hot Set Up kit, 89" SS - 4 5/8" - 1984-92 BT ...............................................................................................................................$2,479.95
90-0045 Hot Set Up kit, 89" SS - 4 5/8" - 1993-99 BT ...............................................................................................................................$2,489.95
90-0046 Hot Set Up kit, black, 89" SS - 4 5/8" - 1984-92 BT ....................................................................................................................$2,449.95
90-0047 Hot Set Up kit, black, 89" SS - 4 5/8" - 1993-99 BT ....................................................................................................................$2,459.95
90-0081 Hot Set Up kit, 80" SS - 4 1/4" - 1984-92 BT ...............................................................................................................................$1,616.95
90-0082 Hot Set Up kit, 80" SS - 4 1/4" - 1993-99 BT ...............................................................................................................................$1,626.95
90-0083 Hot Set Up kit, black, 80" SS - 4 1/4" - 1984-92 BT ....................................................................................................................$1,686.95
90-0084 Hot Set Up kit, black, 80" SS - 4 1/4" - 1993-99 BT ....................................................................................................................$1,696.95
90-0097 Top End Kit, 74", 1966-'78 BT ......................................................................................................................................................$1,734.95
90-0098 Top End Kit, 80", 1979-'84 BT ......................................................................................................................................................$1,734.95
90-1489 Head set, cylinder - 3 5/8" bore - 1966-'78 BT - HC 93"................................................................................................................$879.95
90-1491 Head kit, cylinder - 3 5/8" bore, .590" lift - 1966-'78 BT - HC 93" ............................................................................................$1,099.95
90-1492 Head set, cylinder - stock bore - 1966-'78 BT (HD#) ......................................................................................................................$879.95
90-1493 Head set, cylinder - 3 5/8" bore - 1966-'78 BT ...............................................................................................................................$879.95
90-1494 Head set, cylinder - stock bore - 1979-'84 BT.................................................................................................................................$879.95
90-1495 Head set, cylinder - 3 5/8" bore - 1979-'84 BT ...............................................................................................................................$879.95
90-1496 Head kit, cylinder - stock bore, .590" lift - 1966-'78 BT .............................................................................................................$1,099.95
90-1496F Head assembly, front cylinder - stock bore, .590" lift - 1966-'78 BT ............................................................................................$659.95
90-1496R Head assembly, rear cylinder - stock bore, .590" lift - 1966-'78 BT..............................................................................................$659.95
90-1497 Head kit, cylinder - 3 5/8" bore, .590" lift - 1966-'78 BT............................................................................................................$1,099.95
90-1497F Head assembly, front cylinder - 3 5/8" bore, .590" lift - 1966-'78 BT...........................................................................................$659.95
90-1497R Head assembly, rear cylinder - 3 5/8" bore, .590" lift - 1966-'78 BT ............................................................................................$659.95
90-1498 Head kit, cylinder - stock bore, .590" lift - 1979-'84 BT .............................................................................................................$1,099.95
90-1498F Head assembly, front cylinder - stock bore, .590" lift - 1979-'84 BT ............................................................................................$659.95
90-1498R Head assembly, rear cylinder - stock bore, .590" lift - 1979-'84 BT..............................................................................................$659.95
90-1499 Head kit, cylinder - 3 5/8" bore, .590" lift - 1979-'84 BT............................................................................................................$1,099.95
90-1499F Head assembly, front cylinder - 3 5/8" bore, .590" lift - 1979-'84 BT...........................................................................................$659.95
90-1499R Head assembly, rear cylinder - 3 5/8" bore, .590" lift - 1979-'84 BT ............................................................................................$659.95
90-1592 Head set, cylinder, Black - stock bore - 1966-'78 BT (HD#) ...........................................................................................................$949.95
90-1593 Head set, cylinder, Black - 3 5/8" bore - 1966-'78 BT.....................................................................................................................$949.95
90-1594 Head set, cylinder, Black - stock bore - 1979-'84 BT ......................................................................................................................$949.95
90-1595 Head set, cylinder, Black - 3 5/8" bore - 1979-'84 BT.....................................................................................................................$949.95
90-1596 Head kit, cylinder, Black - stock bore, .590" lift - 1966-'78 BT...................................................................................................$1,169.95
90-1596F Head assembly, front cylinder, Black - stock bore, .590" lift - 1966-'78 BT .................................................................................$699.95
90-1596R Head assembly, rear cylinder, Black - stock bore, .590" lift - 1966-'78 BT ...................................................................................$699.95
90-1597 Head kit, cylinder, Black - 3 5/8" bore, .590" lift - 1966-'78 BT .................................................................................................$1,169.95
90-1597F Head assembly, front cylinder, Black - 3 5/8" bore, .590" lift - 1966-'78 BT ................................................................................$699.95
90-1597R Head assembly, rear cylinder, Black - 3 5/8" bore, .590" lift - 1966-'78 BT..................................................................................$699.95
90-1598 Head kit, cylinder, Black - stock bore, .590" lift - 1979-'84 BT...................................................................................................$1,169.95
90-1598F Head assembly, front cylinder, Black - stock bore, .590" lift - 1979-'84 BT .................................................................................$699.95
90-1598R Head assembly, rear cylinder, Black - stock bore, .590" lift - 1979-'84 BT ...................................................................................$699.95
90-1599 Head kit, cylinder, Black - 3 5/8" bore, .590" lift - 1979-'84 BT .................................................................................................$1,169.95
90-1599F Head assembly, front cylinder, Black - 3 5/8" bore, .590" lift - 1979-'84 BT ................................................................................$699.95
90-1599R Head assembly, rear cylinder, Black - 3 5/8" bore, .590" lift - 1979-'84 BT..................................................................................$699.95
90-2038 Collar, bottom - L1981-'84 BT (HD#18222-81)..................................................................................................................................$12.95
90-2053 Spring kit, valve - .550" lift alloy top collar - 1948-'84 BT ..............................................................................................................$91.95
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90-2060 Spring kit, valve - .590" lift steel top collar - 1948-E'81 BT ..........................................................................................................$149.95
90-2061 Spring kit, valve - .590" lift titanium top collar -  1948-E'81 BT ..................................................................................................$224.95
90-2063 Spring kit, valve - .590" lift steel top collar -  L1981-'84 BT ........................................................................................................$139.95
90-2064 Spring kit, valve - .590" lift titanium top collar - L1981-'84 BT....................................................................................................$214.95
90-4305 Kit, rocker cover - polished billet - 1966-'84 BT.............................................................................................................................$659.95
90-4320 Arm set, rocker - 1966-'84 BT..........................................................................................................................................................$439.95
90-4320F Arm assembly, rocker - FE/RI - 1966-'84 BT ....................................................................................................................................$131.95
90-4320R Arm assembly, rocker - RE/FI - 1966-'84 BT ....................................................................................................................................$131.95
90-4351 Shaft set, rocker arm - 1966-'84 BT ..................................................................................................................................................$69.95
91-7211 Cylinder kit, 89" - 3 1/2", 9 1/4:1 CR C (92-2426) - 1984-'99 BT ....................................................................................................$629.95
91-7213 Cylinder kit, 80" - 3 1/2", 10.1:1 CR F (92-2026) - 1984-'99 BT .....................................................................................................$674.95
91-7215 Cylinder kit, 89" - 3 1/2", 10.1:1 CR F (92-2046) - 1984-'99 BT .....................................................................................................$674.95
91-7711 Cylinder kit, 89", Black - 3 1/2", 9 1/4:1 CR C (92-2426) - 1984-'99 BT .........................................................................................$714.95
91-7713 Cylinder kit, 80", Black - 3 1/2", 10.1:1 CR F (92-2026) - 1984-'99 BT...........................................................................................$759.95
91-7715 Cylinder kit, 89", Black - 3 1/2", 10.1:1 CR F (92-2046) - 1984-'99 BT...........................................................................................$759.95
91-9001 Cylinder kit, 88" SW - 4 1/4", 7 3/4:1 CR C - 1966-'84 BT ..............................................................................................................$779.95
91-9001 Cylinder kit, 88" SW - 4 1/4", 7 3/4:1 CR C - 1966-'84 BT ..............................................................................................................$779.95
91-9001 Cylinder kit, 88" SW - 4 1/4", 7 3/4:1 CR C - 1966-'84 BT ..............................................................................................................$779.95
91-9002 Cylinder kit, 88" SW - 4 1/4", 8 1/4:1 CR F - 1966-'84 BT...............................................................................................................$874.95
91-9002 Cylinder kit, 88" SW - 4 1/4", 8 1/4:1 CR F - 1966-'84 BT...............................................................................................................$874.95
91-9002 Cylinder kit, 88" SW - 4 1/4", 8 1/4:1 CR F - 1966-'84 BT...............................................................................................................$874.95
91-9016 Cylinder kit, 84" - 3 7/16", 8 1/4:1 CR C (92-2720) - 1966-'84 BT ..................................................................................................$779.95
91-9016 Cylinder kit, 84" - 3 7/16", 8 1/4:1 CR C (92-2720) - 1966-'84 BT ..................................................................................................$779.95
91-9017 Cylinder kit, 84" - 3 7/16", 8 1/2:1 CR C (92-2800) - 1966-'84 BT ..................................................................................................$824.95
91-9018 Cylinder kit, 86" - 3 7/16", 8 1/2:1 CR C (92-2730) - 1966-'84 BT ..................................................................................................$779.95
91-9019 Cylinder kit, 86"/88" - 3 7/16", 8 1/4/9:1 CR F (92-2900) - 1966-'84 BT ........................................................................................$824.95
91-9026 Cylinder kit, 84" - 3 1/2", 8 1/4:1 CR C (92-2720) - 1966-'84 BT ....................................................................................................$779.95
91-9026 Cylinder kit, 84" - 3 1/2", 8 1/4:1 CR C (92-2720) - 1966-'84 BT ....................................................................................................$779.95
91-9027 Cylinder kit, 84" - 3 1/2", 8 1/2:1 CR C (92-2800) - 1966-'84 BT ....................................................................................................$824.95
91-9028 Cylinder kit, 86" - 3 1/2", 8 1/2:1 CR C (92-2730) - 1966-'84 BT ....................................................................................................$779.95
91-9029 Cylinder kit, 86"/88" - 3 1/2", 8 1/4/9:1 CR F (92-2900) - 1966-’84 BT ..........................................................................................$824.95
91-9121 Sidewinder Kit, 4-1/4" Stroke, 66-69 BT, 88" (Cast) 7.5:1...........................................................................................................$1,719.95
91-9121 Sidewinder Kit, 4-1/4" Stroke, 66-69 BT, 88" (Cast) 7.5:1...........................................................................................................$1,719.95
91-9122 Sidewinder Kit, 4-1/4" Stroke, 70-84 BT, 88" (Cast) 7.5:1...........................................................................................................$1,699.95
91-9122 Sidewinder Kit, 4-1/4" Stroke, 70-84 BT, 88" (Cast) 7.5:1...........................................................................................................$1,699.95
91-9123 Sidewinder Kit, 4-1/4" Stroke, 66-69 BT, 88" (Forged) 8.2:1......................................................................................................$1,809.95
91-9123 Sidewinder Kit, 4-1/4" Stroke, 66-69 BT, 88" (Forged) 8.2:1......................................................................................................$1,809.95
91-9124 Sidewinder Kit, 4-1/4" Stroke, 70-84 BT, 88" (Forged) 8.2:1......................................................................................................$1,789.95
91-9124 Sidewinder Kit, 4-1/4" Stroke, 70-84 BT, 88" (Forged) 8.2:1......................................................................................................$1,789.95
91-9125 Sidewinder Kit, 4-1/2" Stroke, 66-69 BT, 93" (Cast) 8.5:1...........................................................................................................$1,764.95
91-9125 Sidewinder Kit, 4-1/2" Stroke, 66-69 BT, 93" (Cast) 8.5:1...........................................................................................................$1,764.95
91-9125 Sidewinder Kit, 4-1/2" Stroke, 66-69 BT, 93" (Cast) 8.5:1...........................................................................................................$1,764.95
91-9126 Sidewinder Kit, 4-1/2" Stroke, 70-84 BT, 93" (Cast) 8.5:1...........................................................................................................$1,744.95
91-9126 Sidewinder Kit, 4-1/2" Stroke, 70-84 BT, 93" (Cast) 8.5:1...........................................................................................................$1,744.95
91-9127 Sidewinder Kit, 4-1/2" Stroke, 66-69 BT, 93" (Forged) 9.3:1......................................................................................................$1,854.95
91-9127 Sidewinder Kit, 4-1/2" Stroke, 66-69 BT, 93" (Forged) 9.3:1......................................................................................................$1,854.95
91-9128 Sidewinder Kit, 4-1/2" Stroke, 70-84 BT, 93" (Forged) 9.3:1......................................................................................................$1,834.95
91-9128 Sidewinder Kit, 4-1/2" Stroke, 70-84 BT, 93" (Forged) 9.3:1......................................................................................................$1,834.95
91-9129 Sidewinder Kit, 4-1/2" Stroke, 66-69 BT, 93" (Forged) 10:1.......................................................................................................$1,854.95
91-9129 Sidewinder Kit, 4-1/2" Stroke, 66-69 BT, 93" (Forged) 10:1.......................................................................................................$1,854.95
91-9130 Sidewinder Kit, 4-1/2" Stroke, 70-84 BT, 93" (Forged) 10:1.......................................................................................................$1,834.95
91-9130 Sidewinder Kit, 4-1/2" Stroke, 70-84 BT, 93" (Forged) 10:1.......................................................................................................$1,834.95
91-9131 Sidewinder Kit, 4-5/8" Stroke, 66-69 BT, 96" (Cast) 9:1..............................................................................................................$1,764.95
91-9131 Sidewinder Kit, 4-5/8" Stroke, 66-69 BT, 96" (Cast) 9:1..............................................................................................................$1,764.95
91-9132 Sidewinder Kit, 4-5/8" Stroke, 70-84 BT, 96" (Cast) 9:1..............................................................................................................$1,744.95
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91-9132 Sidewinder Kit, 4-5/8" Stroke, 70-84 BT, 96" (Cast) 9:1..............................................................................................................$1,744.95
91-9133 Sidewinder Kit, 4-5/8" Stroke, 66-69 BT, 96" (Forged) 10.2:1....................................................................................................$1,854.95
91-9133 Sidewinder Kit, 4-5/8" Stroke, 66-69 BT, 96" (Forged) 10.2:1....................................................................................................$1,854.95
91-9134 Sidewinder Kit, 4-5/8" Stroke, 70-84 BT, 96" (Forged) 10.2:1....................................................................................................$1,834.95
91-9134 Sidewinder Kit, 4-5/8" Stroke, 70-84 BT, 96" (Forged) 10.2:1....................................................................................................$1,834.95
91-9135 Sidewinder Kit, 4-3/4" Stroke, 66-69 BT, 98" (Cast) 8.9:1...........................................................................................................$1,764.95
91-9135 Sidewinder Kit, 4-3/4" Stroke, 66-69 BT, 98" (Cast) 8.9:1...........................................................................................................$1,764.95
91-9136 Sidewinder Kit, 4-3/4" Stroke, 70-84 BT, 98" (Cast) 8.9:1...........................................................................................................$1,744.95
91-9136 Sidewinder Kit, 4-3/4" Stroke, 70-84 BT, 98" (Cast) 8.9:1...........................................................................................................$1,744.95
91-9137 Sidewinder Kit, 4-3/4" Stroke, 66-69 BT, 98" (Forged) 9.78:1....................................................................................................$1,854.95
91-9137 Sidewinder Kit, 4-3/4" Stroke, 66-69 BT, 98" (Forged) 9.78:1....................................................................................................$1,854.95
91-9138 Sidewinder Kit, 4-3/4" Stroke, 70-84 BT, 98" (Forged) 9.78:1....................................................................................................$1,834.95
91-9138 Sidewinder Kit, 4-3/4" Stroke, 70-84 BT, 98" (Forged) 9.78:1....................................................................................................$1,834.95
91-9139 Sidewinder Kit, 5" Stroke, 66-69 BT, 103" (Forged) 10.7:1 ........................................................................................................$1,809.95
91-9139 Sidewinder Kit, 5" Stroke, 66-69 BT, 103" (Forged) 10.7:1 ........................................................................................................$1,809.95
91-9140 Sidewinder Kit, 5" Stroke, 70-84 BT, 103" (Forged) 10.7:1 ........................................................................................................$1,789.95
91-9140 Sidewinder Kit, 5" Stroke, 70-84 BT, 103" (Forged) 10.7:1 ........................................................................................................$1,789.95
92-2026 Piston set, 3 1/2" std. - 4 1/4", 10.1:1 SSRDF - 1984-up BT............................................................................................................$239.95
92-20265 Piston set, 3 1/2" + .005" - 4 1/4", 10.1:1 SSRDF - 1984-up BT......................................................................................................$239.95
92-2027 Piston set, 3 1/2" + .010” - 4 1/4", 10.1:1 SSRDF - 1984-up BT......................................................................................................$239.95
92-2028 Piston set, 3 1/2" + .020" - 4 1/4", 10.1:1 SSRDF - 1984-up BT......................................................................................................$239.95
92-2029 Piston set, 3 1/2" + .030" - 4 1/4", 10.1:1 SSRDF - 1984-up BT......................................................................................................$239.95
92-2046 Piston set, 3 1/2" std. - 4 5/8",10.1:1 SSRDF - 1984-up BT .............................................................................................................$239.95
92-2046 Piston set, 3 1/2" std. - 4 5/8",10.1:1 SSRDF - 1984-up BT .............................................................................................................$239.95
92-20465 Piston set, 3 1/2" +.005" - 4 5/8", 10.1:1 SSRDF - 1984-up BT.......................................................................................................$239.95
92-2047 Piston set, 3 1/2" +.010" - 4 5/8", 10.1:1 SSRDF - 1984-up BT.......................................................................................................$239.95
92-2048 Piston set, 3 1/2" +.020" - 4 5/8", 10.1:1 SSRDF - 1984-up BT.......................................................................................................$239.95
92-2049 Piston set, 3 1/2" +.030" - 4 5/8", 10.1:1 SSRDF - 1984-up BT.......................................................................................................$239.95
92-2426 Piston set, 3 1/2" std. - 4 5/8", 9.25:1 FDC - 1984-up BT ...............................................................................................................$194.95
92-24265 Piston set, 3 1/2" +.005" - 4 5/8", 9.25:1 FDC - 1984-up BT ..........................................................................................................$194.95
92-2427 Piston set, 3 1/2" +.010" - 4 5/8", 9.25:1 FDC - 1984-up BT ..........................................................................................................$194.95
92-2428 Piston set, 3 1/2" +.020" - 4 5/8", 9.25:1 FDC - 1984-up BT ..........................................................................................................$194.95
92-2429 Piston set, 3 1/2" +.030" - 4 5/8", 9.25:1 FDC - 1984-up BT ..........................................................................................................$194.95
92-2720 Piston set, 3 7/16" std. - 4 1/2", 8.25:1 C - 1936-'84 BT .................................................................................................................$189.95
92-2721 Piston set, 3 7/16" +.010" - 4 1/2", 8.25:1 C - 1936-'84 BT ............................................................................................................$189.95
92-2721 Piston set, 3 7/16" +.010" - 4 1/2", 8.25:1 C - 1936-'84 BT ............................................................................................................$189.95
92-2722 Piston set, 3 7/16" +.020" - 4 1/2", 8.25:1 C - 1936-'84 BT ............................................................................................................$189.95
92-2722 Piston set, 3 7/16" +.020" - 4 1/2", 8.25:1 C - 1936-'84 BT ............................................................................................................$189.95
92-2723 Piston set, 3 7/16" +.030" - 4 1/2", 8.25:1 C - 1936-'84 BT ............................................................................................................$189.95
92-2723 Piston set, 3 7/16" +.030" - 4 1/2", 8.25:1 C - 1936-'84 BT ............................................................................................................$189.95
92-2724 Piston set, 3 7/16" +.040" - 4 1/2", 8.25:1 C - 1936-'84 BT ............................................................................................................$189.95
92-2724 Piston set, 3 7/16" +.040" - 4 1/2", 8.25:1 C - 1936-'84 BT ............................................................................................................$189.95
92-2725 Piston set, 3 7/16" +.050" - 4 1/2", 8.25:1 C - 1936-'84 BT ............................................................................................................$189.95
92-2725 Piston set, 3 7/16" +.050" - 4 1/2", 8.25:1 C - 1936-'84 BT ............................................................................................................$189.95
92-2726 Piston set, 3 7/16" +.060" - 4 1/2", 8.25:1 C - 1936-'84 BT ............................................................................................................$189.95
92-2726 Piston set, 3 7/16" +.060" - 4 1/2", 8.25:1 C - 1936-'84 BT ............................................................................................................$189.95
92-2727 Piston set, 3 7/16" +.070" - 4 1/2”, 8.25:1 C - 1936-'84 BT ............................................................................................................$189.95
92-2727 Piston set, 3 7/16" +.070" - 4 1/2", 8.25:1 C - 1936-'84 BT ............................................................................................................$189.95
92-2728 Piston set, 3 7/16" +.080" - 4 1/2", 8.25:1 C - 1936-'84 BT ............................................................................................................$189.95
92-2728 Piston set, 3 7/16" +.080" - 4 1/2", 8.25:1 C - 1936-'84 BT ............................................................................................................$189.95
92-2729 Piston set, 3 7/16" +.090" - 4 1/2", 8.25:1 C - 1936-'84 BT ............................................................................................................$189.95
92-2729 Piston set, 3 7/16” +.090" - 4 1/2", 8.25:1 C - 1936-'84 BT ............................................................................................................$189.95
92-2730 Piston set, 3 7/16" std. - 4 5/8", 8.5:1 C - 1936-'84 BT ...................................................................................................................$189.95
92-2731 Piston set, 3 7/16" +.010" - 4 5/8", 8.5:1 C - 1936-'84 BT ..............................................................................................................$189.95
92-2732 Piston set, 3 7/16" +.020" - 4 5/8", 8.5:1 C - 1936-'84 BT ..............................................................................................................$189.95

Part No. Descripton Suggested Retail Price
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92-2733 Piston set, 3 7/16" +.030" - 4 5/8", 8.5:1 C - 1936-'84 BT ..............................................................................................................$189.95
92-2734 Piston set, 3 7/16" +.040" - 4 5/8", 8.5:1 C - 1936-'84 BT ..............................................................................................................$189.95
92-2735 Piston set, 3 7/16" +.050" - 4 5/8", 8.5:1 C - 1936-'84 BT ..............................................................................................................$189.95
92-2736 Piston set, 3 7/16" +.060" - 4 5/8", 8.5:1 C - 1936-'84 BT ..............................................................................................................$189.95
92-2737 Piston set, 3 7/16" +.070" - 4 5/8", 8.5:1 C - 1936-'84 BT ..............................................................................................................$189.95
92-2738 Piston set, 3 7/16" +.080" - 4 5/8", 8.5:1 C - 1936-'84 BT ..............................................................................................................$189.95
92-2739 Piston set, 3 7/16" +.090" - 4 5/8", 8.5:1 C - 1936-'84 BT ..............................................................................................................$189.95
92-2800 Piston set, 3 7/16" std. - 4 1/2", 8.5:1 F - 1936-'84 BT....................................................................................................................$239.95
92-2801 Piston set, 3 7/16" +.010" - 4 1/2", 8.5:1 F - 1936-'84 BT...............................................................................................................$239.95
92-2802 Piston set, 3 7/16" +.020" - 4 1/2", 8.5:1 F - 1936-'84 BT...............................................................................................................$239.95
92-2803 Piston set, 3 7/16" +.030" - 4 1/2", 8.5:1 F - 1936-'84 BT...............................................................................................................$239.95
92-2804 Piston set, 3 7/16" +.040" - 4 1/2", 8.5:1 F - 1936-'84 BT...............................................................................................................$239.95
92-2805 Piston set, 3 7/16" +.050" - 4 1/2", 8.5:1 F - 1936-’84 BT...............................................................................................................$239.95
92-2806 Piston set, 3 7/16" +.060" - 4 1/2", 8.5:1 F - 1936-'84 BT...............................................................................................................$239.95
92-2807 Piston set, 3 7/16" +.070" - 4 1/2", 8.5:1 F - 1936-'84 BT...............................................................................................................$239.95
92-2808 Piston set, 3 7/16" +.080" - 4 1/2", 8.5:1 F - 1936-’84 BT...............................................................................................................$239.95
92-2809 Piston set, 3 7/16" +.090" - 4 1/2", 8.5:1 F - 1936-'84 BT...............................................................................................................$239.95
92-2900 Piston set, 3 7/16" std. - 4 5/8", 8:1/4 3/4", 9:1/5", 9.5:1 F - 1936-'84 BT .....................................................................................$239.95
92-2902 Piston set, 3 7/16" +.020" - 4 5/8", 8:1/4 3/4", 9:1/5",9.5:1 F - 1936-’84 BT .................................................................................$239.95
92-2903 Piston set, 3 7/16" +.030" - 4 5/8", 8:1/4 3/4", 9:1/5",9.5:1 F - 1936-'84 BT .................................................................................$239.95
92-2904 Piston set, 3 7/16" +.040" - 4 5/8", 8:1/4 3/4", 9:1/5",9.5:1 F - 1936-'84 BT .................................................................................$239.95
92-2905 Piston set, 3 7/16" +.050" - 4 5/8", 8:1/4 3/4", 9:1/5",9.5:1 F - 1936-'84 BT .................................................................................$239.95
92-2906 Piston set, 3 7/16" +.060" - 4 5/8", 8:1/4 3/4", 9:1/5",9.5:1 F - 1936-'84 BT .................................................................................$239.95
92-2907 Piston set, 3 7/16" +.070" - 4 5/8", 8:1/4 3/4", 9:1/5",9.5:1 F - 1936-'84 BT .................................................................................$239.95
92-2907 Piston set, 3 7/16" +.070" - 4 5/8", 8:1/4 3/4", 9:1/5",9.5:1 F - 1936-'84 BT .................................................................................$239.95
92-2908 Piston set, 3 7/16" +.080" - 4 5/8", 8:1/4 3/4", 9:1/5",9.5:1 F - 1936-'84 BT .................................................................................$239.95
92-2909 Piston set, 3 7/16" +.090" - 4 5/8", 8:1/4 3/4", 9:1/5",9.5:1 F - 1936-'84 BT .................................................................................$239.95
93-5014 Pushrod kit, solid tappet adjustable - +1/16" steel - 1966-'84 BT ..................................................................................................$99.95
93-5015 Pushrod kit, solid tappet adjustable - +3/16" steel - 1966-'84 BT ..................................................................................................$99.95
93-5016 Pushrod kit, solid tappet adjustable - +5/16" steel - 1966-'84 BT ..................................................................................................$99.95
93-5026 Pushrod set, non-adjustable - Special Order steel - 1966-'84 BT ....................................................................................................$89.95
93-5027 Pushrod set, non-adjustable - Special Order steel - 1948-'65 BT ....................................................................................................$89.95
93-5029 Pushrod set, non-adjustable - std. steel - 1948-'52 61" BT .............................................................................................................$59.95
93-5041 Pushrod set, non-adjustable - std. steel - 1936-'47 61" BT .............................................................................................................$89.95
93-5044 Pushrod set, non-adjustable - std. steel - 1941-'47 74" BT .............................................................................................................$89.95
93-5045 Pushrod set, non-adjustable - Special Order steel - 1936-'47 BT ..................................................................................................$119.95
93-5058 Pushrod kit, solid tappet non-adjustable - std. steel - 1953-'65 BT................................................................................................$69.95
93-5059 Pushrod set, non-adjustable - std. steel - 1948-'65 74" BT .............................................................................................................$59.95
93-5062 Pushrod kit, solid tappet non-adjustable - Special Order steel - 1966-'84 BT ...............................................................................$99.95
93-5063 Pushrod kit, solid tappet adjustable - Special Order steel - 1966-'84 BT .....................................................................................$129.95
93-5067 Pushrod kit, solid tappet adjustable - std. steel - 1966-'84 BT .......................................................................................................$99.95
93-5068 Pushrod kit, solid tappet non-adjustable - std. steel - 1966-'84 BT................................................................................................$69.95
93-5069 Pushrod set, non-adjustable - std. steel - 1966-'84 BT ....................................................................................................................$59.95
93-5070 Pushrod set, hydraulic tappet adjustable - std. steel - 1966-'84 BT ...............................................................................................$89.95
93-5071 Pushrod set, hydraulic tappet adjustable - Special Order steel - 1966-'84 BT .............................................................................$119.95
93-5080 Pushrod kit, solid tappet adjustable - +1/8" steel - 1966-'84 BT ....................................................................................................$99.95
93-5081 Pushrod kit, solid tappet non-adjustable -  1/8" steel - 1953-'65 BT..............................................................................................$69.95
93-5082 Pushrod kit, solid tappet non-adjustable - +1/16" steel - 1953-'65 BT...........................................................................................$69.95
93-5083 Pushrod kit, solid tappet non-adjustable - +1/8" steel - 1953-'65 BT.............................................................................................$69.95
93-5084 Pushrod kit, solid tappet non-adjustable - +3/16" steel - 1953-'65 BT...........................................................................................$69.95
93-5091 Pushrod set, hydraulic tappet adjustable - std. steel - 1953-'65 BT ...............................................................................................$89.95
93-5092 Pushrod set, hydraulic tappet adjustable - Special Order steel - 1953-'65 BT .............................................................................$119.95

Part No. Descripton Suggested Retail Price
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HERE'S HOW YOU CAN JOIN SOME FAST COMPANY.

■■ First, go fast -- after breaking in your engine according to the manufacturer's
instructions.

■■ Next, provide the documentation listed below.

■■ Then, toss everything in an envelope and send it to S&S®.

■■ We'll send you an official 11-Second club patch for your leathers or denims, a
certificate authorizing braggin' rights, and a free club t-shirt.

HERE'S WHAT WE NEED FROM YOU:
1. Proof that your street-ridden motorcycle (D.O.T. tires, full charging system, no wheelie bars or air shifts) equipped

with one of our carburetors and, hopefully, numerous other S&S products, has turned an 11.99 or quicker quarter-
mile time.  We'll need an official timing slip from a sanctioned dragstrip dated after June 1, 1997 and signed by the
timekeeper.  (A good photocopy will do.)  We don't care if you trailer the bike to the track, so long as it sees more
action on the street than off.

2. A photograph of yourself, anyone else you'd care to include, and the motorcycle.  Action shots are preferred if
sharp and clear, but the carburetor MUST be in plain view.

3. A signed copy of this statement: 

I do hereby attest that I have fulfilled all membership requirements of the S&S Cycle 11-Second Club as outlined
above and that my motorcycle is fully licensed for use on all city, state and federal highways.  I also attest that
starting is self-contained or by kickstart, requiring no external mechanical devices, and that this motorcycle is
ridden more often on the street than the racetrack.  I understand that some risk to rider and equipment is present
in all forms of motorcycle racing and do hereby accept all risks and liabilities associated therewith.

,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,      ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,      ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,

Please include a few words about yourself and your motorcycle.  Include the model and year, a list of engine and frame
modifications, displacement, compression ratio, type of exhaust, and tire brand.  Be sure to mention any S&S products used!

Signature Date T-Shirt Size

Submitted materials may be used for promotional purposes.  
Members will receive a certificate, club patch, and t-shirt, but no payment or other considerations.

Send inquiries and membership applications to: 11-Second Club, Attention: Carla Langyel
S&S Cycle, Inc.   •   235 Causeway Blvd.  •   La Crosse, Wisconsin 54603  USA

Please allow 4 weeks for processing.

Please tell us a little about yourself and your motorcycle.  Included the model and year, a list of all engine and frame
modifications, the type of exhaust, and tire brand and model.   Be sure to mention all S&S products used!



CONTINUING IN THE SPIRIT OF THE 11-SECOND CLUB...
The 10-Second Club is for registered and licensed street motorcycles with S&S
carbs.  No wheelie bars are permitted.  D.O.T. tires, full charging systems, lighting,
and self-contained starters are required.  Any chassis or engine modifications com-
patible with legitimate street-use are permitted.  Mufflers are between you and
the authorities, but the motorcycle must be street-ridden on a regular basis.

HERE’S WHAT WE NEED TO WELCOME YOU IN:
1. Proof that your street-ridden motorcycle is equipped with one of our carburetors and, hopefully, other S&S prod-

ucts as well, has turned a 10.999 or quicker quarter mile.  Send either the original or a good photocopy of an offi-
cial timing slip from a sanctioned dragstrip; it must be dated after 01/01/99 and signed by the timekeeper.  The reg-
istered owner must ride the motorcycle for the qualifying pass.

2. Your t-shirt size and a photograph of yourself and the motorcycle.  The carburetor must be in plain view.

3. A signed and dated copy of the statement below.

Send inquiries and membership applications to: 10-Second Club, Attention: Carla Langyel
S&S Cycle, Inc.   •   235 Causeway Blvd.  •   La Crosse, Wisconsin 54603  USA

Please allow 4 weeks for processing.

Submitted materials may be used for promotional purposes.  
Members will receive a certificate, club patch, and t-shirt, but no payment or other considerations.

I do hereby attest that I have fulfilled all membership requirements of the S&S Cycle 10-Second Club as outlined
above and that my motorcycle is fully licensed for use on all city, state and federal highways.  I also attest that start-
ing is self-contained or by kickstart, requiring no external mechanical devices, and that this motorcycle is ridden
more often on the street than the racetrack.  I understand that some risk to rider and equipment is present in all
forms of motorcycle racing and do hereby accept all risks and liabilities associated therewith.

____________________________________      ___________________      _________________

Please include a few words about yourself and your motorcycle.  Include the model and year, a list of engine and frame mod-
ifications, displacement, compression ratio, type of exhuast, and tire brand.  Be sure to mention any S&S products used!

Signature Date T-Shirt Size

Please tell us a little about yourself and your motorcycle.  Included the model and year, a list of all engine and frame
modifications, the type of exhaust, and tire brand and model.   Be sure to mention all S&S products used!

S&S® 10 & 11-Second  Clubs
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